










5.   Mongolians












This bibliography consists of two parts: the first part is a listing of literature on the costume culture of Chinese nationalities; the second part focuses on ancient costume culture.
  
The first part lists 2,563 sources, including 337 on the costume culture of the Miao, 196 on that of the Tibetans, and 107 on Mongolian costume culture, all published from the early Qing Dynasty to the end of the twentieth century.  These sources consist of monographs, books and periodicals, picture albums, antique catalogues, articles, research reports, special interviews, local histories, ethnographies, custom annals, collections, exhibitions, reference books, and collections of design samples. A small number of works by foreign scholars is also included. Each entry lists the title of the book or article, author or editor, publisher, and date of publication. The section on ancient costume culture contains 6,501 sources from the pre-Qin dynasty to the end of the twentieth century.  

























This catalogue lists some 19,800 titles that represent research achievements in studies on the history and culture of Chinese minorities in Northeast China, the Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, and the Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region.  Published between October 1949 and 1995, the works are mainly academic monographs, articles, and reviews.

































This dictionary is a listing of over 2,000 reference works on Chinese nationalities dating from the ancient period to December 1992.  The dictionary is divided into five sections according to literature type: 1) general reference books (e.g., dictionaries, annuals, handbooks, catalogues, indexes, and atlases); 2) sources for specific data, such as local records, special records, laws and regulations, compilations, and biographies; 3) periodicals; 4) chapters; and 5) other relevant reference works (sources that are not focused on studies of nationalities, but contain relevant information). The sources listed cover national politics, economy, culture, education, language, literature, arts, history, geography, technology, medicine and health, and industry and agriculture.  Publications originally written in minority and other languages are included only when they have Chinese translations.

Besides basic bibliographic information, each entry includes a brief summary of content.  The back of the book contains both a Chinese character stroke index and an index of entries by topic.  In addition, the following ten important appendixes are also included at the end of the dictionary: the new list of minority nationalities in China; statistic schedule of the fourth national population census; distributions and language systems of Chinese nationalities; minorities in autonomous regions in China; brief introductions to the institutes for nationalities of China; brief introduction to the ethnic research and academic organizations in China; list of the nationality publishing houses of China; list of nationality periodicals of China; brief introduction to the foreign and domestic classics on nationalities; and a brief introduction to well-known figures engaging in nationality research in China.





















(Index to Academic Treatises on the History and the Geography of 
Hainan and the Islands in the South Sea)
李国强等编
郑州：中州古籍出版社1994年版。
           
























This index lists 3,088 books and over 28,500 articles on Chinese minorities, published from 1949 to 1989.  The majority of the entries listed are in Chinese.  Sources originally written in minority and other languages are included only when they have Chinese translations. The index includes 1,708 periodicals and newspapers, with a separate section for works published in Hong Kong and Taiwan.

The index is divided into books and articles.  Each is classified by subject and divided into fifteen categories. The categories are further divided into smaller subcategories.  Books and articles of the same category are arranged in alphabetical order by phonetic title.  Nationalities are arranged according to the Table of Chinese Nationalities, derived from the sixth edition of Chinese Library Classification.





























(Bibliography of Research on the Western Regions)
陈延琪、萨莎编
乌鲁木齐：新疆人民出版社1990年版。
           
 This bibliography contains 6,734 sources on the Western Regions written in Chinese, languages of ethnic groups and other languages.  In addition to acting as a catalogue of books directly related to the research of Xinjiang this bibliography also lists information on important sources that include mention of Xinjiang such as reference materials, collections of academic treatises on Central Asia, northwestern China, and other ethnic groups; biographies and collections of writings by Chinese and foreign personages who either stayed in Xinjiang for an extended period of time or played significant roles in local politics, economy, culture, and history; and essential reference tools on research of the region in general.  The sources are organized by language, and then further arranged by topic.  Books in Chinese are listed by date of publication. Titles in Western languages, Russian, and Japanese are categorized alphabetically by author.  Each entry lists the call number, title of the book, author or translator, publisher, and place and date of publication.  For books written in languages other than Chinese, both the original language and Chinese translation are given.  In addition, an author index is included under the heading of each foreign language.
丝绸之路文献叙录
















(Index to Research Materials on the Burial Customs of  Ethnic Groups of China)
夏之乾编
中国社会科学院民族研究所民族学研究室1989年编印
        












(Union Catalogue of Local Gazetteers and Historical Records of Guangxi)
广西壮族自治区通志馆等编
南宁：广西人民出版社1988年版。
 This two-volume catalogue was compiled by the cooperative efforts of various institutions in the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region (GZAR), including the Museum of Provincial Annals of the GZAR, the Library of the GZAR, the Guilin Library of the GZAR, the Museum of Archives of the GZAR, the Museum of the GZAR, the Library of the Party School of the Chinese Communist Party of the GZAR, and the Reference Department of the Research Institute of Ethnic Groups of the GZAR, as well as the Library of Social Sciences of Guangxi, the Library of the Normal University of Guangxi, and the Library of the College of Ethnic Groups of Guangxi.  The catalogue contains materials and historical records of Guangxi compiled before 1949, including books, local gazetteers, and newspapers.  






















































































(Bibliography of Literature on Cultural Relics and Archaeology in Yunnan)
云南省博物馆1985年编印
 




(Catalogue of Publications on Research of China’s Ethnic Groups Housed in
















(Bibliography of Research Achievements at the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica)
台北：中央研究院民族学研究所1983年版。





(Catalogue of Classical Works in the Xinjiang University Library, Volume One)
乌鲁木齐市：新疆大学图书馆1983年版。
 
This catalogue of selected items from the library at Xinjiang University is divided into two parts: the first part includes 533 rare books from the Ming and Qing dynasties; the second part lists 274 publications and works about Xinjiang published before 1949.  Both parts are arranged according to Jing, Shi, Zi, and Ji.  Entries list the title of the work, author, edition, and volume number.

 
An Annotated Bibliography on Inner Asia: Pre-modern
(亚洲内陆文献解题目录：近代以前)
Don Y. Lee
Bloomington, IN.: Eastern Press, 1983.









This index consists of three volumes containing over 16,000 articles and other materials relevant to the history of Chinese minority nationalities.  The sources have been gathered from forty-six catalogues and indexes of periodicals and newspapers, edited around October, 1949.









This catalogue includes over 2,000 works on Guizhou. It is divided into four parts: the first part, in which the entries are arranged chronologically, contains sources on history; the second part is a section on nationality, with the entries categorized by issue; the third part consists of local records, and the entries are arranged both chronologically and by region; the forth part comprises the appendix, which lists any materials not recorded in the above three parts.

 
Handbook of Oriental Collection in Finland: Manuscripts, Xylographs, Inscriptions and Russian Minority Literature
(芬兰东方文献：写本、刻本、铭文及俄罗斯少数民族文献)
Harry Halén
London: Curzon Press, 1977.

This handbook is No. 31 of the Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies Monograph Series.  It provides information on primary sources in Asian languages in Finnish collections, the majority of which are housed in the Helsinki University Library, the Finnish National Museum, the Library of the Museum Office of the Paper Museum, the Finnish Pulp and Paper Research Institute, the Finish Egyptological Society, the Finno-Ugrian Society, and the Free Church Mission of Finland.  The handbook is divided into two parts: part one comprises manuscripts, xylographs and inscriptions, in which there are 28 sources in Mongolia, 1 in Manchu, and 159 in Tibetan; part two lists Russian Minority literature housed in the Helsinki University Library.  The handbook includes 473 sources in the languages of India, Turkey, Syria, Ethiopia, and Egypt, in addition to sources in Hebrew, Arabic, and Chinese.  Titles, opening lines, and lists of holding places are also recorded.
 
 
Bibliography on China, Mongolia, Korea, Tibet, Nepal, and Bhutan
(中国、蒙古、朝鲜、西藏、尼泊尔及不丹研究书目)
Michael Hugo-Brunt
Monticello, IL: Council of Planning Librarians, 1976.

























This catalogue is a listing of sources on local history, economy, politics, culture, and the natural features of Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, and Xinjiang provinces.  The 1,709 sources listed have been gathered from the collections of the Public Library of Gansu Province, Lanzhou University, Northwest Normal College, and Northwest Institute for Nationality.

 
A Bibliography of South and Southwest China: With Special Reference to the Non-Chinese Peoples and Their Relations to the Peoples of Adjacent Areas: Works in Western Languages
(中国南方及西南地区少数民族西文文献书目)
Margaret Portia Mickey
S.l.:  For the Viking Fund, 1948.

This bibliography focuses on Western scholarship concerning the non-Chinese peoples of South and Southwest China and their relations with the peoples of adjacent regions.  In addition to the author, publisher, and date of publication, most entries include brief abstracts.  The sources are divided into three categories: “General Reference Works,” “South China,” and “Southwest China and its Borderlands.”  Within each category, the entries are further divided into sections by topic or people.  This is an important reference tool for understanding the research of Western scholars on minority groups in South China during late 19th and early 20th century.
西北问题汉文图书目录 Gaisei 5 , DAI 4-GO





















In 1993, the author of this book, Niu Ruji, visited the Bibliotheque Nationale and the Musee Guimet in Paris to research many of the original Uigher texts brought back by Paul Pelliot from Dunhuang, China.  Niu then acquired microfilm versions of the texts, and after his return to China, began to compile these works for publication.  This book provides a systematic description of the Uighur Buddhist texts from Dunhuang currently housed in museums in Paris.





















(Index to Academic Works on Research of Liao History)
辽宁省社会科学院历史研究所1982年3月编印
 
This index includes some one thousand monographs and articles on the research of Liao History published both domestically and overseas from the end of the Qing Dynasty to 1980 (1981 in Mainland China).  Entries are divided into Chinese and Japanese, and categorized into general theory, social economy, political systems, military systems, ethnic relations, culture and education, religion and rituals, language and literature, history and geography, and cultural relics and archaeology.

 
Tangut (Hsi hsia) Studies: A Bibliography
(西夏研究书目)
Luc Kwanten ; Susan Hesse
Bloomington, Indiana: Research Institute for Inner Asian Studies, Indiana University, 1980.










This catalogue is a continuation of Catalogue of Chinese Publications in Tibetan Studies (1949-1991) and Catalogue of Chinese Publications in Tibetan Studies (1992-1995).  It lists 956 books (429 in Tibetan, 520 in Chinese, and 7 in English) on Tibetan studies published by nearly one hundred publishing houses in Mainland China between 1996 and 2000 (a few books published before 1996 have been added to this volume). Works on Tibetan studies published in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao have not been included. 

This catalogue is arranged according to the guidelines or “Chinese Library Classification.” Each entry includes the title, editor/author, publishing information, number of pages, format, standard book number or ISBN number, and a brief summary of content. Six indexes are also provided.  	

西藏史学书目




Solang Dunzhu, the editor of this catalogue and one of the directors of the Tibetan Buddhist Association and Lasa Buddhism Association, is currently engaged in the research and cataloguing of ancient Tibetan books housed in the Tibet Library.  This source represents his research achievements over a ten-year period.  It lists epigraphs, inscriptions on ancient bronze objects, stone inscriptions, books, and relatively significant sources of Tibetan history and cultural studies.  It is of great value to researchers of Tibetan history, culture, science and education, archive and ancient collections, medicine, nationalities, religion, and astronomy studies.  The entries are arranged according to Tibetan alphabetical order, and an author index is included at the end of the book.
  
 
Catalogue of Tibetan Manuscripts and Xylographs (Volume One)
(藏文手稿及木刻本目录 第一卷)
Hartmut Buescher & Tarab Tulku
Richmond, Surrey: Curzon, 2000.

The collection of Tibetan texts housed in the Danish Royal Library is one of the largest of its kind in Europe.  In addition to complete original versions of the Lhasa Kanur and the Narthang Tanjur, the collection offers a valuable cross-section through virtually all genres of Tibetan literature.  

This catalogue is publication no. 6 in the Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts, Xylographs, etc. in Danish Collection (COMDC) series.  The goal of the compilers of the COMDC series, which was established in 1966, was to provide a complete set of catalogues for the materials in the Oriental collection of the Royal Library.  The catalogues primarily offer concise descriptions of the physical appearance and contents of the documents, though the COMDC is also meant to serve as a reference tool by providing additional information for the manuscripts and block prints, such as indexes, concordances, and reproductions of certain materials representative of the various places and periods featured in the collection.





















(Catalogue of Archives on Tibet and Tibetan Affairs Housed in the First Historical Archives of China: Documents in Manchu and Tibetan)
中国第一历史档案馆、中国藏学研究中心合编
北京；中国藏学出版社1999年版。
















This index lists over twenty-six thousand articles on Tibetan studies published in periodicals and newspapers from 1872-1995, nearly one thousand of which were published in Hong Kong and Taiwan.  It contains entries for some one thousand periodicals, newspapers, and restricted publications in China, including over ten Tibetan periodicals and newspapers, and forty-five monographs, constituting over one hundred volumes of paper collections on Tibetan studies.

The index is first arranged chronologically, and then by topic.  It is divided into four sections by year of publication: 1872-1949; 1950-1979; 1980-1990; and 1991-1995.  Each of these sections is organized according to Chinese Libraries Classification, and topics of Tibetan studies.  The categories are then subdivided into subject headings, which include politics, economy, history, human geography, religion, arts, language, culture, education, sports, custom, cultural relics and archaeology, personality, nationalities in the Tibetan region, medical care, technology, trends, and book reviews. In each of these subject headings, materials are listed by date of publication. 










This bibliography includes monographs, articles, and materials on Tibet published from 1945 to 1999 in Mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Japan. Some materials related to other ethnic groups that have a close relationship with Tibet are also included, such as sources on the Mongols, Moinba, Qiang, Pumi, and Naxi. The bibliography also includes a number of restricted publications.









This catalogue is comprised of microfilms of ancient Tibetan manuscripts from Dunhuang acquired by Paul Pelliot and currently housed in the Peking University Library.  It acts as a complement to Inventaire des manuscrits tibétains de Touen-Houang, conservés à la Bibliothéque nationale (Fonds Pelliot tibétain), compiled by Marcelle Lalou.  Each entry lists the volume number, box number, first and last lines of Tibetan text in the volume, number of lines, content, annotations, contents of the back of the Tibetan manuscript, and an abstract.  The catalogue also includes a brief discussion on the status of research in China and abroad.

 
Catalogue of the Papers of Ernst Leumann in the Institute for the Culture and History of India and Tibet, University of Hamburg
(汉堡大学印藏文化历史研究所Ernst Leumann笔记及著作目录)
Birte Plutat
Stutgart: F. Steiner Verlag, 1998.










This book is the second volume of the Bibliograrphy of works on Tibetan studies: Japanese and Chinese edition, 1877-1977. It lists Japanese, Chinese, and Western books and articles on Tibet published between 1978 and 1995.  These works include mention of a vast geographic region comprised of the Tibetan Autonomous Region, Qinghai, Gansu, Yunnan, Sichuan, Kashmir, Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan. The bibliography is divided into eleven sections by topic: general, history, geography, economy and society, politics and legal system, religion, science, arts, archaeology and inscriptions, ethnology, and linguistics.  Each of these sections is further subdivided into smaller divisions. Entries are listed by language (Japanese, Chinese, and Western languages). For articles, the title, author, periodical, issue number, pagination, and date of publication are provided in each entry.  In addition, other editions are listed, along with any symposiums, lectures, or other publications in which the work can be found.  For monographs, the title, author, pagination, publisher, and place and date of publication are included. 
Old Tibetan Manuscripts from East Turkestan in The Stein Collection of the British Library, Volume I: Plates
(英国图书馆斯坦因藏文手稿 第一卷：图版)
Tsuguhito Takeuchi
Tokyo: The Center for East Asian Cultural Studies for Unesco, The Toyo Bunko, 1997.

This volume has been the first published of a two-volume set, and is therefore intended for use with its complement, the Descriptive Catalogue Volume.  Provided here are photographs and reproductions of an extensive collection of Tibetan documents acquired by Sir Aurel Stein during his travels to East Turkestan.  According to the “Forward,” most of the documents were brought back from Stein’s Second Expedition of 1906-1908 and his third expedition from 1913-1916.  The introductory text also states that eighty percent of the materials listed in this set are published for the first time.  









This catalogue is the continuation of Catalogue of Chinese Publications in Tibetan Studies (1949-1991). It includes 716 books (297 in Tibetan, 411 in Chinese, and 8 in English) on Tibetan studies published by nearly one hundred publishing houses in Mainland China between 1992 and 1995 (a few books published before 1991 have been added into this volume). Works on Tibetan studies published in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macao have not been included.  

This catalogue is arranged according to “Chinese Library Classification.” The information under each item includes the title, editor/author, publish information, number of pages, format, standard book number or ISBN number, and a brief summary of content. Six indexes are also provided.  

 
Tibetan Histories: A Bibliography of Tibetan-Language Historical Works
(西藏史学书目)
Dan Martin; Yael Bentor
London: Serindia Publications, 1997.

This bibliography provides a listing of 703 historical works on Tibet.  It contains entries for sources dating from the late 700s to 1996, the majority of which are monographs written during the last millennium by members of all Tibetan religious sects.  Not included in the bibliography are lo-rgyus, lineage prayers, biographies and autobiographies, old Tibetan works of historical nature, documentary sources from Dunhuang, and articles published in modern periodicals or conference volumes.  









This catalogue contains historical archives on Tibet and Tibetan affairs, documented between May of year ten of the reign of Yongle during the Ming Dynasty (1412), and December of year thirty-eight during the period of the Republic (1949).  These historical archives are currently housed in the Gansu Provincial Archives Museum, Gansu Provincial Library, Archives Museum of Gannan Tibetan Autonomous Region, Archives Museum of Xiahe County, Archives Museum of the Hui Ethnic Group in the Linxia Autonomous County, and the Archives Museum of the Tibetan Ethnic Groups in Tianzhu Autonomous County.  Subjects include politics, military affairs, economy, law and security, religion, culture, education, and public health.  There are 7,875 entries, the majority of which are written in Chinese.  Others are written in Tibetan, English, or a combination of Chinese and Tibetan.  Each entry contains the sequence number, title of the archive, date of creation, and location (initials of the holding place and sequence number of the document).  Classified and name indexes are attached at the end of the book.

東洋文庫所蔵チベット語洋装本目錄－1995年





This catalogue represents one of the research achievements of the Toyo Bunko’s “Synthetic Studies of Literature on Tibetan History, Religion, Language and Customs,” a project that began in 1961.  The Toyo Bunko, the Tibetan Studies Center of Japan, houses the only research institute for Tibetan studies. This book is a comprehensive catalogue of Tibetan literature, the majority of which are clothbound, printed works of India and China, which were collected by the Toyo Bunko before 1995.  It includes the Tibetan works granted by Tokan Tada, the rare Tibetan publications of the Dalai Lama government-in-exile, as well as some restricted publications that are currently impossible to acquire due to rare publication and political issues. 
     








The books included in this catalogue deal with topics such as philosophy, religion, politics, law, economics, education, language, literature, art, history, archaeology, geography, astronomy, and medicine and public health in Tibetan Autonomous Region and the Tibetan autonomous prefectures and counties of various provinces. Works on Tibet by foreigners published in Chinese in Mainland China are included. This catalogue lists 1,497 books (663 in Tibetan, 813 in Chinese, and 21 in English) on Tibetan studies published by nearly two hundred publishing houses in Mainland China between October 1949 and December 1991. Works on Tibetan studies published in Taiwan, Hong Kong and Macao have not been included. Editions of classics in their original form have not been included. This source represents the first detailed catalogue of books on Tibetan studies ever published in Mainland China that comprehensively and systematically introduces the research of Chinese Tibetologists.

The catalogue is arranged according to the guidelines of “Chinese Library Classification.” Each entry includes the title, editor/author, publishing information, number of pages, format, standard book number or ISBN number, and a brief summary of content. Six indexes have been included. In addition, “A list of Tibetan studies journals and reference materials” is available at the end of the catalogue. 	

Catalogue of the Tucci Tibetan Fund in the Library of IsMEO (Volume I)
(IsMEO图书馆收藏Tucci藏文赠书目录 第一卷)
Elena De Rossi Filibeck
Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1994.

In 1959, Professor Guiseppe Tucci (1894-1984) donated his entire Oriental library to the Insituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente (IsMEO), founded by him in 1934, to be housed as a separate fund in the library.  The Tucci Fund consists of two sections: Tibetan (manuscripts and original woodblock prints), and General (Western, Chinese, Indian, and Japanese books, and Tibetan texts reproduced in India and Japan).

This catalogue of the Tucci Fund lists non-canonical Tibetan works from the gSung ‘bum (Collected Works) of thirty-nine authors, including Tibet’s most illustrious writers.  Entries list the serial number, volume title, section, section number, contents, author, place and date of publication, and pagination.  

 
Ecrits Récents sur le Tibet et les Tibétains：Bibliographie Commentée
(Recent Studies on Tibet and the Tibetans: an Annotated Bibliography)
(近年西藏研究书目提要)
Françoise Aubin
Paris: Fondation nationale des sciences politiques, Centre d'études et de recherches internationales, 1993.






















 (Bibliography of Tibet)
(西藏书目提要)
Erwan Temple
Saintes, France : Tibet diffusion, 1992-  









This five-volume reference set contains entries for nine thousand academic treatises of Tibetan Studies, written in Chinese and published before December of 1990.  The entries are followed by several indexes, including “Index to Treatise Titles,” “General Index to Subjects,” and “Alphabetical Index to Author Names.” 

 Tibet, Nepal und der Kulturraum des Himalaya, (mit Ladakh, Sikkim und Bhutan): kommentierte Bibliographie deutschsprachiger Bücher und Aufsätze 1627 bis 1990 (Aufsätze bis zum Jahre 1900) 
(Tibet, Nepal, and the Culture of the Himalayan Region, including Ladakh, Sikkim and Bhutan: Commentary and Bibliography of German Books and Articles from 1967 to 1990)
(德文关于西藏、尼泊尔和喜玛拉雅文化研究书目1967～1990)
Jürgen C. Aschoff
Dietikon: Garuda-Verlag, 1992.  





 (Catalogue of the Block-print holdings of the Toyo Bunko: Synthetic Studies on Tibetan History, Religion, Language, and Customs)
(西藏历史、宗教、语言、民俗基本资料之综合研究：东洋文库所藏藏语刊本目录)
福田洋一
Tokyo: Toyo Bunko, 1991.

In 1990, the Scientific Research Foundation provided funds for the research of this catalogue.  It is a composite catalogue of Tibetan works published in areas such as India, Nepal, and Bhutan.  Not included in this catalogue is the collection of Solomon literature, which can be found in “Annotated bibliography of Solomon Literature,” compiled by S. カルメイ and published in the Annual of Toyo Bunko in 1977. 






Oxford, England; Santa Barbara, California: Clio Press, 1991.

This title is volume 128 of the World Bibliographical Series, a set of annotated bibliographies for different countries and regions that list sources of history, geography, economy and politics, people, culture, customs, religion, and social organization.  This volume, which focuses on Tibet, is geared toward students, researchers, or intellectually curious individuals who are approaching the topic for the first time and want to know where to start.  Specialists, however, may find this compilation valuable as well.  Following the general format of the World Bibliographical Series, it covers all of the subject areas mentioned above.  Books and recently published materials are the main sources listed, though journal articles have also been included where books alone provide insufficient coverage of an important subject.  In addition, a large number of the classic historical works on Tibet have been included.  

The majority of the sources listed are in English.  Entries within each section are arranged alphabetically by author or compiler, and by title when these are absent or unclear.  Lists of periodicals and bibliographies are appended, and indexes of authors, titles, and subjects, and a map of Tibet are also included.
    
 
中国藏学研究文献目录资料索引




This index lists over 4,600 monographs, articles, and other materials on Tibetan studies.  Topics covered by these sources, which were published between 851 and 1986, include politics, economics, and culture.  The index is divided into five sections by district: Tibet, Qinghai, Gansu, Sichuan, and Yunnan.  Within each of these sections, entries are arranged into subsections by date: 851 to 1903; 1904 to 1949; and 1950 to 1986.  These subsections are then organized by topic.  This index comprises three volumes.

 
Описание тибетских  свитков из  Дуньхуана в собрании Института востоковедения АН   СССР





The purpose of this catalogue is to make the 214 Tibetan manuscripts held in the Leningradskoe otdelenie of the Institut vostokovedeniia AN SSSR accessible to the public and available for research.  Entries include the serial number, title in Latin, format, margins, pagination, volume number, total number of rows, correction marks, notes, and an appendix.

The compiler of this source has examined the sizes of the books, their color, quantity, and thickness and handling of the paper.  In addition, he has conducted research on the copyists, compilers, and emendators of each work, and has offered here a wide range of information for future research of Tunhuang and Central Asian literature. The names of the ninety-two copyists and sixty-four compilers and emendators identifiable from the collection of Leningrad Institute are provided at the end of the book.  In addition, a title index is included.

 




This item is in the form of a Xerox copy.  It lists titles and page numbers for 153 Tibetan works that were donated to the Library of Congress by the author in 1991. Entries are divided into four general categories.


The Treasure of Precious Instructions, Teachings, Initiations of the Eight Great Vehicle of Buddhist Doctrine in the Land of Snow
(雪域八大教派佛教学说宝典)
Karjam Asten
Gangtok: Sikkim, Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology, 1990.

The Tibetan title of this book is, Gdams-nag-rin-po-che’i-mdzod kyi dkar chag rin chen bum bzan.  The Sikkim Research Institute of Tibetology intends to publish a series of catalogues of the works of the various sects of Buddhism housed in its library.  This bibliographic catalogue is the first in a series of the Bkah-brgyud-pa sect.  It is in Tibetan, with a preface in English.  Entries contain the serial number, title, author, and number of pages.  An author, subject, and title index are included at the end of the book.

 
Catalogue of the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives（Manuscript Section: Vol. 2 Historical Works）
(藏文著作及档案图书馆目录（抄本部）：第二卷 史学著作)
Losbsang Shastri
Dharamsala: Library of Tibetan Works & Archives, 1990.









The Tibetan title of this catalogue is “Zwa ser bstan pa’I sgron me Rie Tson kha pa chen pos gtsos skyes chen dam pa rim byun gi gsun ‘bum dkar chag phyogs gcig tu bsgrigs pa’I dri med zla sel gtsan ma’ime lon.”  It lists Buddhist literature preserved in the Budala Palace, a majority of which are works of Zongkaba, the leader of Gelukpa, a Buddhist branch in Tibet (catalogues focusing on works of other branches of Buddhism will be published successively in the future).  Entries are listed under ten categories, including Tibetan literature, philosophy, Buddhist philosophy, syntactics, arts, medical science, and natural science.  This catalogue is written in Tibetan.

 
Tibetan Materials in the Asia Rare Book Collection of the Library of Congress
(美国国会图书馆亚洲珍本部的藏文文献)
John B. Buescher
Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, vol. 13, no. 1 (1990)

This book lists approximately three hundred xylographs and manuscripts acquired between 1900 and 1928 by William Rockhill, Berthold Laufer, and Joseph Rock.  The entries are arranged by title, or when the title is unknown, the first line of the text in transliterated form.

 
Art of Tibet: A Catalogue of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art Collection 
(西藏艺术品：洛杉矶县博物馆馆藏目录)
Los Angeles County Museum of Art
Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Museum, 1990.

The art of Tibet collected by the Los Angeles County Museum (LACMA) represents one of the most significant and comprehensive collections outside of Tibet.  The core of the collection was acquired from the Nasli and Alice Heeramaneck Collection in 1969.  Since then, the collection has grown substantially through purchases and gifts.  This catalogue contains a general introduction to the collection, sections on painting, sculpture, and ritual objects, addenda, an appendix, a bibliography, and an index.  A letter-number system, with the letters M, P, S, and R representing, respectively, Manuscript Illuminations and Book Covers, Paintings and Appliqué Hangings, Sculptures, and Ritual Objects designate catalogue entries.

 





This source is a report submitted on August 28, 1990, to the Library of Congress by Matthew Kapstein.  It lists the titles, including some with detailed descriptions, for 340 volumes of xylographs acquired from Tibetan printshops in the People’s Republic of China.   

   
Catalogue of Tibetan Manuscripts and Xylographs, and Catalogue of Thankas, Banners and Other Paintings and Drawings in the Library of the Wellcome Institute for the History of  Medicine
(Wellcome Library药学史部藏文抄本、刻本、唐卡、旌旗及画品目录)
Marianne Winder
London: Wellcome Institute for the History of Medicine, 1989.

The Wellcome Library is among the largest libraries in the world devoted to the history of medicine.  It is supported by the Wellcome Trust in accordance with the will of its founder, Sir Henry Wellcome.  The library houses one of the major collections of Asian books and manuscripts in the West.  This catalogue is divided into two parts: manuscripts and xylographs, and thankas, banners and paintings.

The materials listed in the first part, “Catalogue of Tibetan Manuscripts and Xylographs,” were acquired by the Wellcome Library between the years 1906 and 1935.  A large portion of this collection was obtained in 1911 from Hemys Monastery in Lakakh through Paira Mall, a collector who worked in India for Henry Wellcome in the acquisition of oriental materials.  Messrs. Sotheby’s bought another major portion, which belonged to Laurence Austine Waddell, Medical Officer to the Younghusband Expedition and author of The Buddhism of Tibet or Lamaism.  Other manuscripts and xylographs listed were acquired through various auction sales.

The second part, “Catalogue of Thankas, Banners and Other Paintings and Drawings,” provides descriptions of those objects acquired by the Wellcome Library between the years of 1911 and 1971. 
 

Chine…Japan…Corée…Tibet: Catalogue des Collections de la Bibliothèque Forney 
(China…Japan…Korea…Tibet: Catalogue of the Collections of Bibliotheque Forney)
(中国－日本－韩国－西藏：福尔内图书馆藏书目录)
Joelle Pineau
Paris: La Bibliothèque, 1989. 
    
This catalogue lists over three thousand books, exhibition catalogues, museum catalogues, and periodical articles on the arts of East Asia since 1884.  The subject matter of these sources covers the history of civilization, arts, decoration, and beaux-arts in China, Japan, Korea, and Tibet.  Entries are listed by country and then topic.  Within these categories, they are arranged alphabetically by authorial names and book’s titles, and chronologically when there is more than one entry for one author.  Significant periodical articles are marked. Each entry provides the title (or periodical title), place and date of publication, pagination, and serial number (or ISSN).  A list of periodicals, and author, place name, proper noun, and collector indexes are also included.

 
Die tibetischen Blockdrucke der Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek: eine Titelliste 
(The Tibetan Blockprints of Bavarian National Library)
(巴伐利亚国家图书馆的藏文刻本)
Günter Grönbold
Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1989.





(Catalogue of the Tibetan Canon of  Kanjur)
 Si-tu Pan-chen Chos-kyi-‘byun-gnas (司徒·曲吉穹乃)
成都：四川民族出版社1989年版。
 
This catalogue, whose Tibetan title is Sde-dge’I Bka’-gyur dkar chag, contains both bibliographical entries and a historical account of the contents of the Sde-dge redaction of the Kanjur, which includes a history of Buddhism in India and Tibet.  Contents are divided into the following five topics: an account of Sakyamuni’s transformation into the Buddha, the formation of Buddhism, current conditions regarding the publishing of lections, a catalogue of the lections, and the purpose and aim of this book.  An author’s postscript is included.  This catalogue is written in Tibetan.

 
A Catalogue of the Miscellaneous Series of  Tibetan Texts 
Kept in the Bihar Research Society in Patna, India: A Handlist
(印度帕特纳比哈尔研究会藏经丛书简目)
David P. Jackson
Stuttgart: F. Steiner Verlag Wiesbaden, 1989.

This catalogue describes the Tibetan materials housed in the Bihar Research Society in Patna, India.  These important Tibetan writings were transported from Tibet on the backs of mules in the early 1930s by the dauntless Indian savant, Rahula Sankrityayana, and later handed over by him to the Bihar Research Society in Patna in 1936.  Since 1937, several attempts have been made by the Bihar Research Society to make these materials better known and more accessible.  During a visit to Patna in 1987, the compiler went through the collection bundle-by-bundle.  This catalogue is the result of his investigation and recordings.

The catalogue includes an introduction, main text, and an author and title index.  Entries list the title of work, author, pagination, and some notes concerning the subject or edition.    

 
Descriptive Catalogue of the Naritasan Institute Collection of  Tibetan Works
(成田山佛教研究所藏文文献目录)
Chizuko Yoshimizu et al.
Narita, Japan: Naritasan Shinshoji, 1989 -

This catalogue is Occasional Paper One of the Monograph Series of Naritasan Institute for Buddhist Studies.  Because of their efforts in collecting sources on Tibetan Studies, the Naritasan Institute for Buddhist Studies now possesses a sizeable collection of editions of the Tibetan Tripitaka and non-canonical works.  This catalogue focuses on the collected works of thirteen authors, such as Tsong-kha-pa and other dGe-lugs-pa scholar-monks, in addition to Bu-ston and sGra-tshad-pa.  These works are among the most popular Tibetan writings on Buddhism and have recently been the subject of study by many researchers.  Entries are organized by author, followed by the following information: 1) Romanized transliteration of the title; 2) abbreviated title; 3) brief description of the contents of the work; 4) place and date of composition; 5) name of the author or information on the wood-blocks; 6) date of publication and number of volumes; and 7) references.  
 	 
 
Buddhism in Tibet: Illustrated by Literary Documents and Objects of Religious Worship, with an Account of the Buddhist Systems Preceding it in India 
(西藏佛教： 文献和宗教圣物) 
Emil Schlagintweit
Delhi: Indological Book House, 1988.





A Guide to Source Materials in the India Office Library and Records 
for the History of Tibet, Sikkim and Bhutan 1765-1950
(印度事务部图书档案馆收藏西藏、锡金及不丹历史资料指南)
Amar Kaur Jasbir Singh
London: The British Library, 1988.

The official archives housed within the India Office Records (IOR) primarily record and reflect the activities and responsibilities of the India Office (1858-1947), the Burma Office (1937-1948), the East India Company (1600-1858), and the Board of Control (1784-1858).  A majority of the materials (over 175,000 volumes, files, and boxes) consist of original documentary archives, arranged in regular series.  In addition to these documentary archives there are also extensive collections of maps (~40,000) and official publications (~70,000).

The India Office Library (IOL) was founded in 1801 as the Library of the East India Company.  It was established as a secure repository for oriental books and manuscripts gathered by its servants in India and others.

In addition to its main archives concerning the history of India, the India Office Library and Records (IOLR) maintains a huge body of source materials on the history and culture of areas outside and on the periphery of the Asian subcontinent. 
The goal of this guide is to introduce and survey the wide range of source materials housed in the IOLR on the history of Tibet, Sikkim, and Bhutan.  The entries listed, both official and private, uniquely document the development of British India’s political relations with the Himalayan region.  The survey also covers the India Office Library’s collection of prints and drawings, printed books, and Tibetan language materials.


Das Archiv des Klosters bKra-sis-bsam-gtan-glin von sKyid-gron 
(The Archive of the Monastery bKra-sis-bsam-gtan-glin of sKyid-gron)
(sKyid-gron 的bKra-sis-bsam-gtan-glin寺庙的档案）
Dieter Schuh
Bonn: VGH Wissenshcaftsverlag, 1988-









This source is part of the Series of Academic Research on Mongolia and Tibet.   It is divided into three parts: the first part is entitled, “Survey of Tibetan Studies by Foreigners,” and introduces research institutes and scholars of Tibetan Studies in foreign countries; the second part is entitled, “Survey of Tibetan Studies in China,” which reflects the status of research on Tibet in Taiwan; and the third part is a bibliography of Tibetan Studies in Taiwan.  Entries list the name of the book, author, and publication information.  Abstracts are not included.

 
A Catalogue of the United States Library of Congress Collection of 
Tibetan Literature in Microfiches
(美国国会图书馆西藏文献缩微品目录)
Musashi Tachikawaetal.
Tokyo:  International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1983-1988.

In the mid-1970s, the Institute for Advanced Studies of World Religion (IASWR) completed a microfiche edition of the current Tibetan imprints acquired through the Library of Congress PL480 acquisition program for the University of Pennsylvania Library.  Nearly twenty other U.S. research libraries have been supplied identical sets of these items under this program.  This catalogue provides access to this microfiche collection by main title, with appropriate cross-references and additional entries. The compiler has adopted the method of Romanization for the Tibetan language as utilized by the Library of Congress.  Each entry lists the author or editor, title of the work (in Tibetan, Sanskrit, or English), abbreviated title, place and date of publication, name of series, microfiche number, Library of Congress catalogue number, and subject classification.

 
The Himalayas: A Classified Social Scientific Bibliography
(喜玛拉雅研究文献目录)
Asok Basu
Culcutta: K P Bagchi & Company, 1987.

This source is a bibliography of Himalayan literature and other area studies. It was compiled based on the idea of the Himalayan region as a cluster of countries having a fairly common cultural heritage, as well as common socio-economic experiences. 










This bibliography is a translation of Chibetto kenkyåu bunken mokuroku: Nihonbun Chugokubun Hen: 1877-1977 (1982), a listing of 6,472 sources of Tibetan Studies in Chinese and Japanese languages published between 1877 and 1977.  There are 3,853 documents in Japanese and 2,619 documents in Chinese.  Geographical regions covered by the documents include the Tibetan Autonomous Region, Qinghai, Gansu, Yunnan and Sichuan provinces and Inner Mongolia, as well as Mongolia, Kashmir, Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan along the Himalayas.

The bibliography is divided into Chinese and Japanese sources.  Each section is categorized into general theory, history, geography, economy, society, politics, law, religion, science, art, archaeology, studies of bronze and stone inscriptions, customs, ethnology, language, and literature.  Entries for journal articles list the title of the article, author, journal, and volume number; entries for monographs and collections of writings list the title of the book and publisher.  Indexes of Japanese, Chinese, and Western names are attached at the end of the book.  In addition, a section entitled, “A List of Journals on Research of the Northwestern Regions of China” is also included.

 
Bibliography of Tibetan Studies
(藏族研究文献书目)
Hallvard Kare Kuloy & Yoshiro Imaeda
Narita-shi Chiba-ken, Japan: Naritasan Shinshoji, 1986.









Three catalogues have been published in reference to the vast collection of Tibetan works housed in the Otani University Library: A Comparative Analytical Catalogue of the Kanjur Division of the Tibetan Tripitaka (Otani University Library, 1932); A Comparative Analytical Catalogue of the Tanjur Division of the Tibetan Tripitaka (Shin Buddhist Comprehensive Research Institute, 1965); and Catalogue of Tibetan Works Kept in Otani University Library (Shin Buddhist Comprehensive Research Institute, 1973).  The first two catalogues list canonical works, while the last concerns extra-canonical works.  

This book is an index to the last catalogue, which contains over four thousand entries.  The entries are listed by title (full or abbreviated), author, and subject (general categories and subcategories), and are supplemented by a concordance of works and corrigenda to the catalogue. In the title index, entries are listed according to the Tibetan alphabet.  The author index is arranged by both proper names and any other titles by which the authors are known.  In the subject index, all works are classified according to their contents.
	
   
藏文典籍要目
(Catalogue of Significant Ancient Tibetan Books and Records)
西宁：青海民族出版社1985年版。

This book lists nearly 10,000 works by 178 masters.  Topics include culture, biography, collected works, philosophy, Buddhist philosophy, medicine, phonetics, rhetoric, technology, and mathematics. 

 
First Cumulative Dictionary Catalog of Tibetan Works in the Library of the Institute of Advanced Study of World Religions
(世界宗教研究所图书馆藏文文献目录)
Hanna G. Robinson
Stony Brook, NY:  Institute of Advanced Study of World Religions, 1985.













(Catalogue of Ancient Tibetan Books and Records: A Subdirectory of Collected Works)
 
This catalogue, made up of three volumes, lists 180 Tibetan works housed in the Nationality Library.  The entries are arranged alphabetically by author, and include a translation of the title in Chinese and a brief note on the author.  Each entry refers to a particular block-print or manuscript, but also includes references to other editions.


 Tibetan Blockprints in the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections University of Wisconsin – Madison Libraries
(威斯康辛-麦迪逊大学特藏部所藏藏文刻本)
Leonard Zwilling
Madison Wis.: the University of Wisconsin–Madison Libraries, 1984.

This catalogue is Occasional Papers no. 5 of the University of Wisconsin–Madison Libraries.  In 1962, 549 Tibetan block-prints from 350 separate works, 50 Tibetan manuscripts, and 125 Mongolian block-prints were purchased from the estate of Professor Ferdinand Diederich Lessing (1882-1961) for the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries.  Due to time constraints however, in 1984 the compiler was only able to put together this catalogue of the Tibetan block-prints only.  Each item is numbered sequentially according to Tibetan alphabetical order.  Main entries consist of the title of the work; in the case of non-canonical works, a more complete form of the title may be found on the verso or in the colophon. The title of work is recorded in capitals, then in Sanskrit.  If applicable, the Mongolian title is also given.  Following the title is physical description of the work, a concise statement of the work’s content in English or Sanskrit, and information about the author of the work.

   
Tibet, Past and Present: A Select Bibliography with Chronology of Historical Events 1660-1981
(西藏的过去与现在： 书目及历史事件纪年表 1660-1981)
Chand Attar
New Delhi: Sterling, 1982.

This bibliography lists publications in English on Tibet.  Entries are arranged according to twenty-six subject categories, which include: Agriculture, Anthropology, Archaeology, Armed forces, Arts, Banking, Bibliographies, Buddhism, Christianity, Communes, Communication, Communism, Constitution, Culture, Cultural Revolution, Diplomatic Corp, Economic development, Education, Elections, Espionage, Famine, Family life, Festivals, Folklore and folktales, Foreign aid, and Foreign relations.  All entries are listed by author, or by title when no author is given.  In addition, a “Chronology of Historical Events” is also included.
 
Sachkatalog der Sekundärliteratur am Tibet-Institut Rikon/Zürich: mit alphabetischem Autorenregister 
(Subject Catalogue of Secondary Literature at the Tibet Institute in Rikon/Zürich: with Alphabetical Author Index)
(西藏研究专题书目)
Peter Lindegger and Rosmarie Küng
Rikon: Tibet-Institute, 1981.
Issued as fascicle twelve of Opuscula Tibetana, this book is a subject bibliography of Western secondary literature on Tibet and Tibetan culture.  It lists the titles available at the Western Department of the Tibet Institute Library.  Entries range from manuscripts and typescripts in Western languages, to films, records, magnetic tapes, and geographical cards.  The titles are classified by subject into nineteen main groups, which are alphabetized (A-U, with the exception of O) and further divided by number into more specific categories.  Works under each subdivision are indexed alphabetically by authorial  names. 

 
Catalogue of the Reference Department of the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives
(印度藏文图书档案馆参考部目录)
Reference Department of the Library of Tibetan Works and Archives
Dharamsala, India: Library of Tibetan Works and Archives, 1981.









This book provides a systematic introduction to Tibetan studies and other relevant academic endeavors outside of China from 1949 to 1978.  Contents of the book include the following: a brief introduction to the history of Tibetan studies; a survey of the field; organizations, conferences, publications, and representative figures of Tibetan studies outside of China; activities of Dalai’s bloc; organizations of Tibetan studies; publications on Tibetan studies; disciples of different branches of Lamaism in Tibet; and a distribution of Lama temples all over the world.  There is also a special introduction to board issues between China and India, and studies on the Himalayan region.


Provisional Title-Index of the Toyo Bunko Collection of Tibetan Works
(东洋文库所藏藏文文献题名索引)
The Seminar on Tibet
Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko, 1978.

This is the title index of the Toyo Bunko collection of Tibetan works, which includes items that cannot be found in catalogues published before 1978.  The materials from Tibet housed in the Toyo Bunko, altogether about 3,500 items, were primarily acquired by virtue of Ekai Kawaguchi, while the rest of the collection was purchased with funds from the Ministry of Education for the Tibetan Studies Project. At that time, an annotated bibliography of the literature on historical relations had been edited by Zuiho Yamaguchi and already published. A catalogue of the remaining Tibetan works was in the process of being compiled and had not yet been completed.  While this catalogue is only a provisional catalogue, readers still can get a general picture of the Tibetan works in the Toyo Bunko.
    
 
Classified Catalogue of the Toyo Bunko Collection of Tibetan Historical Works
(东洋文库藏文历史文献目录)
Tokyo: Toyo Bunko, 1977. 

This catalogue is the first volume of a classified set of catalogues of Tibetan works currently housed in the Toyo Bunko in Japan.  The contents of the volume include a preface, outline, table of Tibetan alphabets, main text, and indexes.  The catalogue lists some three hundred entries for Tibetan historical works, including rare editions.  Each entry lists the sequence number, typeface, edition, page numbers, and number of lines of Tibetan text on each page.  Abstracts contain information on the author, edition, circulation, and content of the each source.  The catalogue is written in English.

 
A Catalogue of Bonpo Publications
(本波教文献目录)
Samten G Karmay
Tokyo: Toyo Bunko, 1977.

Bonpo studies are now relatively well established as an important part of Tibetan religious culture.  In 1959, thousands of Tibetans went to India where they endeavored to continue their ancient Tibetan traditions in refugee communities.  One attempt was made to reprint certain religious texts and other literary works, many of which were brought from Tibet by the refugees themselves.  In addition, the Bonpo peoples were able to utilize the ancient manuscripts of the Dolpo for reproduction.  

The majority of the Bonpo manuscripts reproduced here were borrowed from Samling Monastery and other places in Dolpo, a district located in the northwestern region of Nepal and inhabited by Tibetan speaking people.  In 1956, Professor David Snellgrove made an expedition to this remote but culturally important land.  Ever since then, Dolpo has been considered a center for research of Tibetan culture.









This catalogue represents the research achievements of the Tibetan Studies Project, which was funded by the Ministry of Education and published by the Toyo Bunko.  The catalogue lists Tibetan works collected by Aurel Stein during his second and third explorations. A majority of the original works is housed in the India Office Library in Great Britain, and the microfilms are kept in the Toyo Bunko.  This catalogue focuses on these microfilms rather than the manuscripts, documents, and xylographs.  Entries in the first section are arranged according to the number system adopted by de la Vallee Poussin (VP for short).  Entries in the second section are listed by new serial numbers.

 
Britain and Tibet 1765-1947: the Background to the India-China Border Dispute - A Selected Annotated Bibliography of Printed Material in European Languages
(英国与西藏1765-1947：印中边界纷争欧文解题目录)
Julie G Marshall
Bundoore, Vic.: La Trobe University Library, 1977.

This source, Library Publication no. 10 of the La Trobe University Library, is a bibliography of sources on British relations with Tibet during the period from 1765 to 1947.  Also included are British relations with Russia, China, Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan, and the Assam Himalayan regions.  In preparing the bibliography, the compiler consulted relevant literature in twenty-nine libraries in Australia, England, Germany, India and Hong Kong.

Major sections in the bibliography include: the first contact between the British and Himalayan area, 1800-1903; Tibet and Western China 1800-1903; British and Chinese relations with Tibet 1905-1914; British and Chinese relations with Tibet 1914-1947; and India-China border disputes.
The compiler has viewed a majority of the items listed in the bibliography.  When a copy of an item has not been personally inspected, an asterisk appears before the entry and information on the source of reference is indicated.  Most of the entries are annotated.  A select number of book reviews of important works are included.  An author index and a title index (for those sources with no stated author), are appended at the end of the book.  

 
Collection of Tibetan MSS and Xylographs of Alexander Csoma de Körös
(Alexander Csoma de Körös藏文手稿及木刻本解题目录)
Jozsef Terjék
Budapest: Magyar Tudomanyos Adacemia Könyvtara, 1976.

This source is a catalogue of the collection of the Tibetan manuscripts and xylographs of Alexander Csoma de Körös, items that have been housed in the Hungarian Academy of Sciences since 1884.  Csoma collected a large number of Tibetan xylographs and manuscripts during his seven-year stay in Tibetan monasteries.  The collection represented in this catalogue is believed to constitute only a fraction of his original acquisitions, either due to systematic or deliberate selection, or accidental survival.  Csoma’s only student, S. C. Malan, was given the collection by his teacher, which he then sent to the Hungarian Academy of Sciences at the persuasion of Theodore Duka, a Hungarian, patriot, and traditionalist.  

The collection includes books Csoma acquired through purchase (mostly block-prints and well known works of Lamaist literature), and manuscripts prepared at his request by contemporary Lamas.  Topics cover Csoma’s subjects of study and main fields of interest, such as Tibetan linguistics and literary theory, history, Lamaist astronomy, and the chronology and theory of lam-rim.  Entries contain annotations and commentaries.

 
Korosi Csoma Dokumentumok az Akademiai Konyvtar Gyujtemenyeiben Terjek Jozsef
(A Reference book on Korosi Csoma)
(一部关于Korosi Csoma的参考书) 
József Terjék
Budapest: Magyar Tudmanyos Adademia Konyvtara, 1976.

This source combines a scholarly evaluation and a catalogue of collections about Alexander Korosi Csoma (1784-1842), pioneer of Tibetan Studies in Hungary.  Jozsef Terjek’s aim in this work is to present the achievements of Alexander Korosi Csoma as a Tibetanist.

The structure of this source includes a preface, five chapters of main body, an appendix, and a list of illustrations. Chapter one is entitled, “Alexander Csoma de Koros – founder of Tibetan studies.” Chapter two, “Theodore Duka as propagator of Csoma’s life-work,” discusses Tivadar Duka, Csoma’s first biographer and fosterer of his memory. Duka donated his collections about Cosma to the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, which include Cosma’s Tibetan manuscripts and wood-block prints. Chapter three is entitled “The Csoma Collection,” a history and a descriptive catalogue of the collection. Chapter four is “Istvan Szechenyi’s Csoma-relic.” The final chapter, “Alexander Csoma de Koros’ career,” includes a chronology of Csoma’s life, bibliography of his works, and a memorial to the scholar.  

The book is written in Hungarian with some English and Tibetan.  A table of contents and preface are provided in English.   
 
 
Catalogue of Tibetan MSS and Block-prints Outside the Stein Collection in the India Office Library
(印度事务部图书馆的藏文稿本及刻本目录)
Phillip Denwood
London: India Office Library, 1975.

This catalogue presents a reorganized and recatalogued account of the Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints in the collection of the India Office Library as of 1974.  Contents include the library’s portion of the “Lhasa Collection,” the Waddell donation, the Denison Ross purchase, the St. Petersburg Academy donation, miscellaneous manuscripts and block-prints previously listed in the unpublished “Handlist of Tibetan Manuscripts” (excluding Stein), and a number of previously unlisted works.  This catalogue does not include the following: Tibetan items acquired by Sir Marc Aurel Stein during his second and third Central Asia expeditions; the items described in L. de la Vallée Poussin’s Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts from Tun-huang in the India Office Library, published in 1962; documents described in part two of Tibetan Literary Texts and Documents Concerning Chinese Turkestan by F. W. Thomas, published in 1951; and items from a manuscript catalogue compiled by A. H. Francke, which can be found in the library.   The majority of entries are arranged by title, though cross-references are provided.  Title and author entries are listed in Tibetan, and subject entries in English alphabetical order.  Each entry includes the location or shelf-mark.  Author and subject indexes are appended.  The subject index contains Tibetan, Sanskrit, and English headings.

 
Tibetica Upsaliensia: Handliste der tibetischen Handschriften und Blockdrucke in der Universitätsbibliothek zu Uppsala 
(Tibetica Upsaliensia: Handlist of the Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints in the University of Uppsala Library)
(Uppsala University图书馆藏文手稿及刻本目录)
Helmut Eimer
Stockholm: distributed by Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1975.
This catalogue is issued as Volume 66 of the Bibliotheca Ekmaniana Series.  It lists the Tibetan manuscripts and blockprints housed at the University of Uppsala Library. The manuscripts were collected by the University Library of Uppsala in 1794, 1834, and 1939.     

 
Tibetan Manuscripts, Blockprints, and Modern Editions in the Library of the Tibetan Institute at Rikon
(瑞康藏族学院图书馆藏文抄本、刻本及现代版文献目录)
Champa N. Lodro Dahortshang
Rikon: Tibet-Institute, 1974.

This is a catalogue of Tibetan manuscripts, block-prints, and modern literature in the Library of the Tibetan Institute at Rikon.  The catalogue is divided into two main sections: manuscripts, block-prints, and other items, and all modern edited Tibetan books.  Each of these sections is then further categorized into subdivisions by topic, including Buddhism, philosophy, stages of the way to enlightenment, biographies and histories, grammar, poetry, medicine, astrology, astronomy, and miscellaneous.  Each entry contains the full title, author, number of pages, sections, place of writing, subject, format of text (verses or prose), place and date of publication, form of book, printing method, measurements, special remarks when applicable, and identity letters and numbers.

 
Tibetische Handschriften und Blockdrucke, sowie Tonband-aufnahmen tibetischer Erzählungen 
(Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints, and Tape Recordings of Tibetan Stories)
(藏文手稿、刻本及藏族故事录音带)
Dieter Schuh
Wiesbaden : F. Steiner, 1973.

As the fifth volume of Tibetische Handschriften und Blockdrucke, issued under the series Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland (W. Goigt), Bd.11, this book describes a small portion of an enormously large number of Tibetan manuscripts and blockprints, microfilmed by the author during his two and a half year study (1967-1969) in India.  The microfilms have become a collection in the National Library in Berlin.  The catalogue is divided into two sections.  The first section lists tape recordings of eighty-five Tibetan stories recorded in 1967 by the author.  All the stories originated from an oral-narrative tradition and were told by Tibetans mostly in Lhasa-dialect.  The stories are organized by genre and motif.  The second part contains descriptions of Tibetan manuscripts and blockprints.  It lists most of the collected works by mi-pham rnam-rgyal (mi pham rgya mtsho: 1846-1912), which includes vol. ka, kha, ga, na, ca, pa, tsa, a, dhih, srih, hum, om, and the most important works about astronomy, astrology, and divination calculations, filmed by the author.
大谷大學圖書館所藏西藏文獻目錄




This catalogue lists over four thousand extra-canonical Tibetan works housed in the Otani University Library.  Entries are arranged into four groups: Group A consists of Tibetan publications that are thought to have been printed in Tibet and its surrounding regions; Group B comprises Chinese publications thought to have been printed in China (both Groups A and B are ascribed to Tibetan scholars); Group C is a collection of Sutras and Sastras, which include works written by Indian scholars; and Group D is a collection of manuscripts.  Within each group, the works are subdivided into collected works and monographs.
 

Catalogue of the Tibetan Collection and Other Lamaist Articles in the Newark Museum
(纽华克博物馆馆藏西藏及喇嘛教器物目录)
Newark, NJ: Newark Museum, 1950-1971.

This book is a detailed and comprehensive catalogue of the Tibetan collection in the Newark Museum.  The collection includes 1,200 objects, 150 of which, considered the core of the collection, were donated to the Museum by the Crane Family.  The catalogue is printed in five volumes: Volume one provides introductory information on the contents of the other four volumes, and Volumes two through five, which are organized into fourteen group headings, contain descriptive entries for the objects in the collection.  The contents of Volume two include objects of prayer and other associated objects, such as music notation, musical instruments, and ritual artifacts.  Volume three contains images and molds, paintings, writing, and printing.  Volume four contains textiles, rugs, appliqués, costumes, jewelry, and other related articles.  Volume five comprises food and drugs; utensils for fire, food, drink, and tobacco; travel; transportation; herding; and other miscellaneous utensils, currency, and stamps.  An index to the five volumes is included at the end of the last volume.  In addition, Volume one provides explanations of place names, Lamaist terms, and symbols appearing on the objects in the collection.  The catalogue includes Tibetan names, with the addition of Sanskrit and Chinese when known.  A bibliography is appended at the end of catalogue. 

 
Bibliography of Tibetan Studies: a Record of Printed Publications 
Mainly in European Languages
(西藏研究欧文出版物目录)
Sibadas Chaudhuri
Calcutta: Asiatic Society, 1971.

This bibliography lists a selection of books on Tibet, based primarily upon books and journals available in the Asiatic Society Library in Calcutta, India.  Some of the entries have been gathered, without further scrutiny, from secondary sources, footnotes in articles and books, or from publisher’s catalogues.  This source is compiled in memory of Alexander Csoma Di Körös, the distinguished librarian of the Asiatic Society and pioneer of Tibetan Studies in India, and Sarat Chandra Das, the foremost Tibetologist of India.  The bibliography is divided into an author index, a subject index, and a list of abbreviations.  Contents of the subject index include philosophy and religion; bibliography, catalogues, indexes, and texts; anthropology and ethnology; archaeology; arts; dance, drama, and music; economics, trade, and commerce; explorations and expeditions; geography; travel; linguistics; sciences; history; and manners and customs.  Each entry lists the title, author, and place and date of publication. 

 
Prague Collection of Tibetan Prints From Derge
(布拉格收藏的德格版藏文印刷品)
Josef Kolmaš
Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1971; Prague: Oriental Institute, 1996.

This source provides reproductions of 5,615 title-leaves, printed at the dGon-chen and dPal-spungs Monasteries of Derge in eastern Tibet and currently preserved in the Library of the Oriental Institute of the Czechoslovakia Academy of Sciences in Prague.  It consists of two volumes.  The first volume contains reproductions of 2,299 title-leaves of works printed in the dGon-chen Printery, organized here into twenty thematic sections.  The second volume, categorized into fifteen sections, contains 3,316 title-leaves of works printed in the dPal-spungs Printery.  The second volume is then further subdivided by subject matter into three categories: representative passages from Tibetan Lamaist texts, complete works of prominent Lamaist authors, and miscellaneous works.   Because this material is restricted to title-leaves, the compiler provides only essential, general data on the respective groups of texts.  Entries contain the author/editor, number of volumes/divisions, and the total number of individual items.  







Calcutta: Indian Studies: Past & Present, 1970.
This catalogue, also entitled, Tibetkaia Istoricheskaia Literature (no. 4 of the Soviet Indology Series), was translated from Russian by Harish Chandra Gupta. The author, Professor Andrei Ivanovich Vostrikov, is a distinguished Russian scholar of Oriental studies. This monograph on Tibetan historical literature represents Vostrikov’s efforts to systematize and describe the vast and multifarious literature of Tibet, which at the time of compilation had received little attention.  The Mongolian pronunciations of Tibetan words are retained in conventional simplified Russian transcriptions, alongside which is written its original Tibetan equivalent.  In addition, fairly extensive notes render this catalogue a useful research tool.  A special table compiled by the author for the conversion of dates of the Tibetan sexagenary cycle into those of the European calendar is also appended. 

 
Catalogue of the Toyo Bunko Collection of Tibetan Works on History
(东洋文库藏文历史著作目录)
Zuiho Yamaguchi, ed.
Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko, 1970.

This source is volume one of the Classified Catalogue of the Toyo Bunko Collection of Tibetan Works.  It lists only the books and manuscripts in the Tibetan Collection of non-canonical works that concern history, including biographies, histories of Buddhism, royal chronicles, and other historical documents and stories.   Entries contain the title in Tibetan, followed by its Romanization, a brief abstract, the title of the collection in which the work can be found, the sect or author of the work, date and place of writing, patrons involved in its creation, current location of the document, names of donors, and names of authors from the work’s colophon.  At the end of the catalogue, the library’s relevant microfilm collection is also listed in the same format as the main entries.

 
University of Washington Tibetan Catalogue (Part 1)
(华盛顿大学藏文书目，第一部分)
E. Gene Smith
Seattle:  University of Washington, 1969.

This descriptive catalogue is divided into two sections.  The first section lists materials that are housed in the Library of the University of Washington.  These include microfilms that have been arranged by a letter-number system, codes that identify the source of the microfilm reel.  These sources include: The Library of Congress; East Asian Library, University of California, Berkeley; Chicago Natural History Museum; British Museum, London; India Office Library, London; the private collection of John S. Driver; and the private collection of Dr. David Snellgrove.  Each entry contains all titles of the given work, along with a description of its contents.  Indexes by title, author, and subject are found at the end of section one.  Section two lists materials in public libraries and private collections in Europe.  A separate index is provided for this section.
Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints in The Library of The Oriental Institute, Prague
(布拉格东方学研究所图书馆藏文抄本及刻本书目)
Josef Kolmas
Prague: Academia (for the Oriental Institute), 1969.

This catalogue lists Tibetan manuscripts and block-prints housed in the Library of the Oriental Institute in Prague. It contains entries for forty-one manuscripts and twenty-four xylographs. The entries are arranged according to six categories: Canonical texts and commentaries; Later tantric and ritual texts; Philosophical/Theological texts; Mystery plays and fairy tales; Biographies; and Specialized subjects.  Each entry contains: (1) basic data concerning the manuscript or xylograph, such as edition, size, number of folios and lines, sign and/or title(s) in the margin, illustrations, signature, and accession number; (2) title(s) of the book, name of the author (translator, editor, etc.), and pertinent chronological data; (3) the beginning and ending passages of the text; and (4) bibliographical references. At the end of the catalogue there are several appendixes, including indexes of titles, authors, and other persons mentioned in the text, a list of block-print editions, and a table of provenance.  
 
 
The Chester Beatty Library: A Catalogue of the Tibetan Collection and A Catalogue of Mongolian Collection
(The Chester Beatty Library藏文及蒙古文献目录)
David L. Snellgrove and C. R. Bawden
Dublin: Hodges, Figgis, 1969.

This catalogue lists 160 items that Sir Chester Beatty acquired and brought back to Dublin.  The books and paintings of this collection are mainly works from 18th through 20th centuries.  Entries in the catalogue of the Tibetan Collection are arranged under general headings and divided into four groups: Group A (items 1701-1728) comprises Buddhist canonical works, including texts translated from Sanskrit, and those in Tibetan canon (Kanjur) and authorized commentaries (Tenjur); Group B (items 1729-1757) consists of indigenous Tibetan sources, such as doctrinal and quasi-historical works, medical documents, works of divination, and musical notation; Group C (items 1758-1814) contains ritual texts; and Group D (items 1815–1860) comprises painted scrolls (thanka).

The catalogue of the Mongolian Collection lists the Mongolian printed books and manuscripts in the Chester Beatty Library.  Though small, the collection is representative of Mongol religious literature.  Block-prints of Buddhist-Lamaist texts originating from Peking form the bulk of the collection.  The most unusual and valuable are the popular religious texts compared with the well-known texts of the official Lamaist religion.  Texts of a purely secular nature are not included.  A physical description has been given for each title, along with a brief abstract.
Tibetische Handschriften und Blockdrucke 
(Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints)
(藏文手稿及刻本)
Manfred Taube
Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1966.  

Taube’s catalogue consists of the first four volumes of Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints— the last volume, volume five, was compiled by Dieter Schuh, with slightly varied title.  This book is published under the series, Verzeichnis der orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Bd.11.  It contains descriptions of some three thousand Tibetan manuscripts and blockprints.  Most of the catalogue lists the collection purchased in Beijing by Professor Haenisch in 1929 for the former Preussische Staatsbibliothek Berlin.  These are imprints of the complete set of printing blocks found in the Beijing Monastery, Sung-chu-szu, which provide information on the characteristics and development of Lamaism in Beijing, as well as the Tibetan-Chinese relationship from 17th through the 19th century and the influence of Tibetan-Lamaist ministry over the Mongolian culture during the Manchu period.  The remaining part of the catalogue contains entries for Tibetan prints collected by the National Library of Ulaanbaatar. The order of the catalogue follows local tradition, with canonical writings and directly related commentary at the beginning, followed by exegetical works on esoteric and exoteric Buddhism and works of other fields. Various indexes are provided in an appendix.
  
  
Описание тибетских рукописей  и ксилографов Бурятского комплексного научно​​​- исследовательского института
 (Catalogue of Tibetan Manuscripts and Blockprints in the Burjat Scientific Research Institute)
(Burjat Scientific Research Institute 藏文写本及刻本目录)
Б.Д. Дандарон
Москва : Изд​​​-во восточной литературы, 1960-1965

This catalogue comprises two volumes and lists the Tibetan manuscripts and blockprints in the Burjat Scientific Research Institute. In the first volume, entries include the title in Tibetan (two of which are in Sanskrit), followed by its translation and a brief description of content.  The second volume provides additional notes.
 
 
The Catalogue of the Tibetan Texts in Bihar Research Society, Patna
(帕特纳毕哈尔研究会藏文著作目录)
Aniruddha Jha
Patna : Bihar Research Society,1965.
The Bihar Research Society houses a large quantity of Tibetan writings.  The collection includes three categories of texts: (1) xylographs printed from crudely carved wooden blocks on tough and unpolished handmade paper; (2) hand-written manuscripts on rough paper; and (3) photographs of Sanskrit texts written to Talapatra in old Maithili script.  In addition to holding the Kang-gyur and the Tang-gyur, the society possesses 1,619 volumes of miscellaneous works from well-known scholars of a variety of disciplines.  Their works cover such subjects as history, biography, memoirs, records, philosophy, tantra, religion, literature, art, astrology, and medicine.  The catalogue begins with an introduction to the collection, followed by brief entries.  Notes and explanations are not provided.

 
Bibliography of Sino-Tibetan Languages
(汉藏语研究文献目录)
Robert Shafer
Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1957-1963.

This is a two-volume bibliography of Sino-Tibetan languages.  The first volume was published in 1957, and the second in 1963.  The aim of this set is to provide a specialized reference tool for scholars, particularly those of Linguistics. The second volume is broader in scope than the first, including a listing of some two hundred specialized dictionaries and vocabularies, as well as grammar books.  

 
Тибетская  историческая литература                                                
(Tibetan Historical Literature)
(西藏历史文献)
А．И． Востриков                                          
Москва：Восточная  литература,  1962.

Professor A. I. Vostrikov is an outstanding and well-known Russian Orientalist. He has made brilliant contributions to Tibetan and Indian studies in the disciplines of history and philosophy.  This book represents his systematic summary of Tibetan culture.

While compiling this catalogue, Professor Vostrikov made full use of the valuable works and book catalogues edited by Tibetan scholars, including some chronological tables, important for studies on Tibetan culture and history.

This book is divided into five sections: Ancient Indian history and literature; forged scriptures; Tibetan history and culture; Tibetan Buddhist scriptures and history; and history, geography and culture. The second and third sections are subdivided into smaller divisions according to special topics.


Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts from Tun-huang In the India Office Library
(英国印度事务部图书馆敦煌藏文稿本目录)
Louis de la Vallee Poussin
London: Oxford University Press, 1962.

This catalogue lists the 765 Tibetan manuscripts acquired by Sir Aurel Stein during his second expedition to Central Asia from 1906 to 1908, now housed in the India Office Library.  Entries are arranged alphabetically by their Sanskrit title.  For unidentified works, entries are arranged according to content, topics of which are listed among the Sanskrit index.  Information on the physical properties of the manuscripts, their pagination, orthographical features and writing, and punctuation are contained in the introduction.  The works listed in the catalogue are divided into eight sections: (1) Buddhist canonical texts, identified; (2) Buddhist canonical texts, unidentified; (3) miscellaneous Buddhist works and documents; (4) Taoist canonical texts; (5) secular works and documents; (6) miscellaneous fragmentary remains; (7) Chinese texts in Tibetan or Brāhmī characters; and (8) Sanskrit texts in Tibetan and Chinese.  Titles of the works are provided in Chinese, Sanskrit, and their transliterations, with English translations for some.  A Tibetan index, Sanskrit index, and concordance are included.  In addition, four examples of manuscripts are appended at the end of the catalogue. 

 





This is a handwritten list of Tibetan works from the Laufer Collection in the Library of Congress.  For each entry, a transliteration of the title is provided, followed by the number of volumes or folios, place of printing (if known), and for some, notes on the subject matter of the text. 

 





This survey was compiled for the Association for Asian Studies’ Committee on American Library Resources on Southern Asia. It lists and describes 2,307 xylographs and 199 manuscripts, along with another 228 pieces that do not fall into these categories.  The materials listed are housed among 27 institutions and 16 private collections in the United States and Canada.

The Tibetan Collection at Yale University
(耶鲁大学藏文图书)
Wesley E. Needham
Yale University Library Gazette 34:3 (1960), 127-33.

This list, which contains entries for over sixty items, is a survey of the Tibetan blockprints and manuscripts housed in the collection of the Yale University Library. 

 
Tibetan Blockprints and Manuscripts in Possession of the Museum of Ethnology in Vienna
(维也纳民族博物馆所藏藏文刻本及写本)
Rene Nebesky-Wojkowitz
Archivfur Volkerkunde 13 (1958), 174-209.

This source is a listing of the Tibetan blockprints and manuscripts acquired by several scholars between 1888 and 1959 and now housed in the Museum of Ethnology in Vienna.

 
Die tibetischen Handschriften und Drucke des Linden-Museums in Stuttgart  





This catalogue of Tibetan manuscripts and prints was published as an offprint of Tribus, Zeitschrift für Ethnologie und ihre Nachbarwissenschaften, Neue Folge Band 7/1957.  The Tibetan manuscripts and prints at the Linden-Museum in Stuttgart constitute the second most significant Tibetan collection of its kind in Germany (next to the collections at the West-German Library in Marburg).  This catalogue describes the items at the Linden-Museum from five individual collections: 1) Leder Collection; 2) Meisezahl Collection; 3) Tafel Collection; 4) Umlauff Collcetion; and 5) Wanner Collection.  Among them, those of Leder, Tafel, and Umlauff are considered original collections.  Most of the entries are kept under their original inventory number.  Indexes of titles in Indian, Chinese, and Tibetan are provided at the end of the catalogue.

  
Books from Tibet in the Royal Library, Copenhagen 
(哥本哈根皇家图书馆藏文书目)
Fund Forskning 2 (1955), 113-24.

This catalogue includes a list and description of the sixty-six Tibetan books contained in a set of over three hundred volumes housed in the Royal Library in Copenhagen.  The works are primarily of the Buddhist Canon and its commentaries.
A Catalogue of the Tohoku University Collection of Tibetan Works on Buddhism

(东北大学西藏佛学典籍目录)
Ensho Kanakura et al.
Sendai, Japan: Seminary of Indology, Tohoku University,1953.

This catalogue lists works on Buddhism written by Tibetan scholars that were found among the Tohoku University collection of Tibetan literature.  It is a sequel to the Complete Catalogue of the Sde-dge Edition of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons, published in 1934 by the same compilers.

The catalogue, as a whole, is divided into two parts and twenty-four sections.  The first part consists of works published in Tibet as series, and the second, of those published separately or as fragments of series the collector obtained on different occasions during his stay in Tibet.  Descriptions are provided for each work, which include the title in Tibetan characters, a Romanized version of the title, a Japanese translation of the original title, and a brief explanation in English. Number of pages, the size of paper, and number of lines on each page are also indicated. A subject index is appended at the end of the volume.
 
 
A Catalogue of the Tohoku University Collection of Tibetan Works on Buddhism
(东北大学藏文佛教著作目录)
Kanakura Yensho
Sendai: Seminary of Indology, Tohoku University, 1953.

This catalogue is a sequel to A Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons (Tohoku University, 1934).  It contains entries for extra-canonical works on Buddhism written by Tibetan scholars and currently housed in Tohoku University.  The sources listed amount to 229 volumes (tomes), comprising 2,083 smaller works.  The collection is divided into two main categories, which are further grouped into twenty-four sections.  The first category consists of works published in Tibet as series, and the second category, of works published separately or fragments of series the collector acquired on different occasions during his stay in Tibet.  Entries for this catalogue begin with sequence no. 5001, in continuance with A Complete Catalogue of the Tibetan Buddhist Canons.  Explanations are provided for each work, along with the title in Tibetan characters, a Romanized transliteration of the original title, and a Japanese translation, followed by a brief explanation in English.  In addition, each entry contains information on pagination, size of paper, and number of lines on each page.  A subject index is appended at the end of the volume.

 
Descriptive Account of the Collection of Tibetan Books from the Newberry Library, Now in Far Eastern Library at University of Chicago
(芝加哥大学远东图书馆藏文图书目录)
Far Eastern Library at University of Chicago
195-

This source is in the form of a Xerox copy.  It lists 915 Tibetan books acquired by Berthold Laufer during his expeditions to the Far East from 1908 to 1910.

 
Inventaire des Manuscrits Tibétains de Touen-houan，Conservés à la Bibliothèque Nationale
 (Catalogue of the Tibetan Manuscripts of Dunhuang Conserved in Bibliothèque Nationale)
(巴黎国家图书馆藏敦煌藏文写本目录)
Marcelle Lalou
Paris, Librarie d'Amérique et d'Orient, 1939- 

This book lists the Tibetan manuscripts from Dunhuang conserved in the Bibliothèque Nationale. Marcelle Lalou has proofread some 1,250 incomplete works and volumes, and compiled them into the 849 entries in this catalogue, which constitutes the first fascicule of the collection of Tibetan manuscripts from Dunhuang in Bibliothèque Nationale. The collection contains a large quantity of Buddhist literature, including books and individual articles. The second fascicule (entry nos. 850-1282) was published in 1950, and the third (entry nos. 1283-2216), in 1961. The entries include information such as the dimensions of the work, preservation status, an abstract of content, and number of articles. An index of terms, and an abbreviations list are also included. 

 
Catalogue of Tibetan Books in the Library of Congress
(国会图书馆藏文图书目录)
 William Woodville Rockhill
1902


























This catalogue is based on historical materials in Manchu from the border regions, originally from the Palace Memorials of the Great Council, and currently housed in the First Historical Archives of China.  The catalogue comprises 120,000 entries, or a total of 9,000,000 Chinese characters.  Its contents include documents on politics, economics, military affairs, culture, ethnicity, and religion.  It also contains records of foreign affairs of the land border regions (Shengjing, Jilin, Heilongjiang, Inner Mongolia, Wuliyasutai, Xinjiang, Guangxi, Yunnan, and Tibet) and coastal border regions (Shengjing, Zhili, Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, Guangdong, Guangxi, Taiwan, Hainan, and the archipelagoes of the South China Sea).  Entries within the twelve volumes of this set are arranged by region, and listed chronologically within each section.

 





This catalogue lists the Manchu materials, including manuscripts, block-prints, scrolls, rubbings, and weapons, collected in thirteen libraries and institutes in Paris.  The materials are arranged according to type.  Provided in the entries for block-prints and manuscripts, for example, is the following information: entry number; host library and call number; Manchu title, followed by the Chinese, Mongolian, and other titles for bilingual or multilingual editions; document format; language of the text; pagination; brief summary of the text; names of author or compiler; preface or postscript; date of print; printing house or publisher; collecting peculiarities; number of volumes or fascicles; size and references to catalogues.  All Manchu titles, names, and quoted excerpts are translated according to J. Norman’s A Concise Manchu-English Lexicon.  Chinese titles and names are provided in Pinyin Romanization.  The introduction to the catalogue offers a comprehensive history of Manchu collections in Paris.  Indexes of titles in Manchu, Chinese, Mongolian, Tibetan, Japanese, Korean, and Latin are provided.  In addition, indexes of names, printing houses and publishers, and a concordance and list of reign periods of the Manchu emperors are also included. 

 
Bibliographie der Bibliographien der mandjurischen Literatur 
(Bibliography of Bibliographies on Manchu Literature)
(满族文献书目)
Hartmut Walravens
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1996.  

This bibliography was published as the first volume in the series Orientalistik Bibliographien. The volume provides an overview of bibliographical aids on Manchu Literature, with emphasis on compiling: 1) the most possible original works; 2) genuine presentations or descriptions of the Manchu; and 3) collections and anthologies.  The work is organized into general works, works with special subjects and catalogues, ordered by country and city of publication.  In addition, it contains three publishers’ catalogues and a list of other Manchu materials, such as inscriptions, maps, pictures, coins, plates, and seals.

 
Китайские и  маньчжурские  книги в Иркутске
(Chinese and Manchu Books in Irkutsk)
(伊尔库茨克的汉满文书籍)
К．С．Яхонтов    
Санкт-Петербург：Центр《Петербургское  Востоковедение》, 1994.
                          
The Mongolian language was the most widely studied when the official teaching of Asian languages began in Irkutsk during the early 18th century. Relations with Chinese officials, however, required increased study of Manchu and Chinese, especially when trade with China expanded at the beginning of the 19th century. As a result, many books in Asian languages were collected by the large number of Mongolian, Manchu, and Chinese interpreters and teachers in the religious schools and missionaries of Irkutsk.

This catalogue lists the ancient Chinese and Manchu books and manuscripts that were housed in the Irkutsk State United Museum (the former Eastern-Siberian Branch of the Library of the Russian Geographic Society), the Irkutsk State University, V. P. Sukachev Irkutsk Literary Museum, and the State Archives of the Irkutsk Region.

The book is divided into sections of geography, Chinese history, archaeology, encyclopedias, Confucianism, religion, legislation, administration, astronomy, mineralogy, botany, grammar, dialogue, literature, letters, and collections.  Each section is further subdivided according to subject matter. 

 
Ulsyn Tov Nomyn Sangiin Manzh Khomrogiin Nom Zuin Burtgel
(Catalogue of the Manchu Collection in the Mongolian State Central Library)
(蒙古国家中央图书馆满文藏书目录)
Mongolian State Central Library
Ulananbaatar: Undesnii Khogzhliin Iam, Mongol Ulsyn Ikh Surguuliin Khamtarsan Mongol Khelbichgiin Sudlal To’sliin Hureend Enekhuu Devtriig Gargav, 1992.

This is a catalogue of the Manchu collection in the Mongolian State Central Library.  An index is included.

 
Маньчжурские  рукописи и ксилографы Государственной  публичной библиотеки имени  М．Е．Салтыкова-Щедрина 
 (Catalogue of the Manchu Manuscripts and xylographs in the State Public Library of M.E. Saltykov-Shchedrin)
(国立公共图书馆满文手写本和木刻本书目)
К．С．Яхонтов                                                  
Ленинград：Министерство культуры РСФСР, 1991.          

This book lists the Manchu manuscripts, xylographs, and publications in various languages from the Qing dynasty (1644-1911), including one hundred catalogues, housed in the State Public Library.

The Royal Library originally possessed three Manchu and thirty-two Chinese printed books during the period from 1808 to 1812. In 1817, Alexander I, the tsar, granted his private collection of books and manuscripts to the library. At this time, the public library also carried some of Chinese books. A catalogue compiled in 1829 by the sinologist N. IA. Bichurin records Chinese and Manchu manuscripts, including forty Chinese and thirteen Manchu xylographs. As for later additions to the collection, P. I. Kamenskii donated thirty-three books upon his return from Peking in 1832, eight among which were written in Manchu. Also, in 1859, the Orientalist and writer, O. I. Senkovskii, donated six Manchu manuscripts and eight Chinese books to the library. All of the above listed books are currently preserved in the Manuscripts Department of the State Public Library.









This catalogue lists the 1,015 Manchu books and 693 Manchu rubbings and inscriptions collected by forty-nine institutions throughout Mainland China.  Books published outside of Mainland China and Manchu maps are not included.  The books are arranged by subject matter, and the rubbings and inscriptions by dynasty and date.  Entries include the serial number, title (in Chinese, Manchu, and Manchu Latinate), author, date of publication, publisher, edition, volume, language, dimensions of the work, and call number within the host library.  A Manchu-Latin chart is provided at the beginning of the book.  Five indexes are appended, including titles by Chinese stroke order, Chinese Pinyin, Manchu, and Latin, and an author index by Chinese stroke order.

 
Manchu Studies: An International Bibliography
(国际性满学研究成果书目)
Giovanni Stary
Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1990.

This three-volume bibliography lists sources on Manchu studies published through 1987.  Private publications and theses have not been included.  In addition, because the fundamental theme underlying this set of books is the cultural sphere of the autochthonous Manchu and Sibe peoples, also excluded are writings on Tungus languages, Manchuria in general, sinicized Manchu literature, the Qing Empire, and the history of Sino-Russian relations.  Each volume is outlined as follows: the first volume includes catalogues and bibliographies on Manchu studies, geography, ethnography, religion, and history; the second volume contains sources on language, literature, and research on the Sibe-Manchu; and the third volume includes three indexes.  Within each category, the works are arranged alphabetically by auctorial names , with multiple entries under the same name listed chronologically.  Each entry includes the author (editor, translator), title and its translation, place and date of publication, and number of chapters, or journal title, number, year of publication, pagination, and notes.  This set of books is an important source for Manchu studies throughout the world.
	
 
A Catalogue of Sibe-Manchu Publication (1954-1989) 
(1954-1989年锡伯满族出版物目录)
Ning Jin; Giovanni Stary
Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1989.

This catalogue lists 285 works concerning the Sibe people, a population of the Sibe Autonomous County in the Yili Valley of Xinjiang province.  All of the works were published between 1954 and 1989, and are listed chronologically.  Each entry provides the author, title in both Sibe and English, publisher, place and date of publication, and pagination.  The Pinyin system of spelling is used for Chinese words, and the Mollendorff System is employed for those in the Sibe language.  The editor, Giovanni Stary, has provided an author and subject index.  Bibliographic information for scholarship in Western languages is included where applicable.

          
Описание  маньчжурских  ксилографов  
Института востоковедения  АН  СССР
 (The Manchu Xylographs in The Institute of Oriental Studies at The Academy of Sciences in the USSR)
(苏联科学院东方学研究所满文木刻本书目)
Майя  Петровна  Волкова
Москва: НАУКА,  1988.
     
During the prewar era, a group of specialists from the Institute of Oriental Studies at the Academy of Sciences in the Soviet Union initiated research on the origins and history of Manchu literature and xylographs, and began to compile catalogues of their findings. The author compiled this catalogue in order to highlight the deficiencies and unsolved problems in the writings of A. V. Grebenshchikov, V. A. Mebrovskii, and B. I. Pankratov.   It was written both under the guidance of  O. L. Fishchman and  A. S. Martynov,  and by consulting the writings of L. N. Men’shikov.

This catalogue records the serial number, register number, Manchu title, brief introduction to the Russian translation, language, pagination, title of series, volume, and the number of available copies.
 
 
Mandjurische Bücher in Russland: Drei Bestandskataloge, in Deutscher Fassung
(Manchu Books in Russia: Three Catalogues in German)
(俄藏满文书：三部德文目录)
Hartmut Walravens
Hamburg: C. Bell Verlag, 1986.
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The 1,122 Manchu books and archives, and 646 rubbings listed in this catalogue represent materials housed in the following sixteen institutions in both China and Taiwan: the National Library of China, Peking University Library, the Capital Library, the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, Yonghe Palace, the Library of the Modern History Research Institute, the History Research Institute and the Ethnic Research Institute of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, the Library of the Central University for Nationalities, the Library of the Cultural Palace of Nationalities, the Library of the Palace Museum, the Library of the National Museum of Chinese History, the Library of the First Historical Archives of China, the Liaoning Provincial Library, the Palace Museum of Taiwan, and the National Central Library of Taiwan.  The entries are arranged by subject matter, and divided into twenty categories.  


Buddhist Literature of the Manchus: A Catalogue of the Manchu Holdings in the Raghu Vira Collection at the International Academy of Indian Culture
(满文佛教文献：印度文化国际学院满文文献目录)
Hartmut Walravens
New Delhi: Academy, 1981.

During the 1940s, Professor Raghu Vira was an avid collector of Manchu language Buddhist texts.  He also gathered many Manchu xylographs and transformed them into microfilm.  His collection is currently housed at the International Academy of India Culture in New Delhi.

In this book, Hartmut Walravens has catalogued the RaghuVira collection.  Listed are ninety-four Manchu texts, among which eighteen are multilingual (Manchu, Mongolian, Chinese and Tibetan).  An index to the Manchu texts in the Raghu Vira collection and a list of Chinese characters in order of their occurrence are included at the end of the catalogue.  

 
A Bibliography of Works on the Manchu and Sibo Languages
(满语及锡伯语研究书目)
Shigeru Matsuura
Tokyo: Toyo Bunko, 1980.

This bibliography lists reference works published before 1979 on the Manchu language, Manchu society and history, and the Sibo language, a dialect of Manchu.  The bibliography is divided into four parts according to the languages in which the works were written:  1) Japanese; 2) Chinese and Korean; 3) English, German, French, Italian, and Polish; and 4) Russian and Mongolian.  Main entries are arranged alphabetically by auctorial names .  Books and articles are listed by date of publication, followed by the title, publishing information, and title of journal when applicable.  An index of author names in Chinese is also included.

 
Catalogue du Fonds Mandchou
(Catalogue of the Manchu Collection)
(满文藏书目录)
Jeanne-Marie Puyraimond et al.
Paris: Bibliothèque Nationale, 1979.

Jeanne-Marie Puyraimond, the Chief Librarian of the Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris, compiled this catalogue of 294 Manchu works collected by her institution from the 17th to the early 20th century.  A number of books in this catalogue were presented by the Emperor of China to the King of France during China’s Qing dynasty (1644-1911).  Others works listed were compiled or translated by French scholars who lived in China at the time.  In addition, prints or manuscripts gathered by various collectors and other important figures are also included.  The works listed in this catalogue have been given new numbers, reclassified, and described briefly.  Indexes according to title, author, and gazetteer are included.  The books cover the fields of literature, psychology, linguistics, politics, law, astronomy, religion, and geography.  This catalogue is an important reference book for understanding the nature of the Manchu collection in the Bibliotheque Nationale.

 
Manchu Books in London: A Union Catalogue
(伦敦满文图书联合目录)
Walter Simon; Howard G. H. Nelson
London: British Museum Publications, 1977.

This catalogue provides a comprehensive list of books in London written in Manchu.  It includes Manchu books and manuscripts of the School of Oriental and African Studies, the India Office Library and Records, the Public Record Office, the British and Foreign Bible Society, the Royal Asiatic Society, and the Royal Geographical Society.  The catalogue is divided into three sections: part one lists manuscripts written fully or partly in Manchu; part two is devoted almost entirely to Manchu block-prints; and part three attempts to bring together Manchu texts of various formats.  Entries include the title of the work and its transliteration, followed by bibliographic information, its printing and form of binding, the number of volumes, call number and location, and any notes appended to the work.

 
A Catalogue of the Manchu Books in the Library of Congress
(美国国会图书馆所藏满文文献目录)
Matsumura Jun 
东洋学报  57:1/2 (1976), 36-59.

The Library of Congress houses some four hundred works in Manchu, including xylographs, manuscripts, and archival documents.  This collection is the largest in the United States, comparable in size to those in the British Library and Bibliotheque Nationale.  In 1975, Matsumura Jun, the compiler of this work, spent five weeks surveying the Manchu collection in the Library of Congress.  During his stay, he categorized the block-printed publications and arranged them into a card catalogue.  After returning to Japan, he similarly organized the manuscripts and documents.

This catalogue consists of three parts: xylographs, manuscripts, and items in the Barrett Collection.  Each entry contains essential bibliographic information.  In 1999, it was included as the first volume of the Northeast Asian Studies Series.  The preface includes a detailed introduction to the processes that were involved in the compilation of the catalogue.

 
Vorlaufige Titelliste der Mandjurica in bibliotheken der USA
(A Preliminary List of Manchu Books in Libraries of the USA)
(美国图书馆收藏满文书籍简明目录)
Hartmut Walravens
Zentralasiatische Studien des Seminars fur Sprach- und Kulturwissenschaft Zentralasiens der Universitat Bonn, no. 10 (1976), 551-614.

This catalogue is a listing of 347 Manchu books and manuscripts housed in twenty American libraries, including the East Asian Library at Berkeley, the Far Eastern Library at the University of Chicago, the Harvard-Yenching Library, the New York Public Library, the Gest Oriental Library at Princeton, and the Oriental Division of the Library of Congress.

 
Übersicht über chinesische Steinabklatsche mit mandjurischen Inschriften in amerikanischen Sammlungen
(Overview of Chinese Stone Carvings with Manchu Inscriptions in American Collections)
(美国收藏中国满文铭文概述)
Hartmut Walravens
Wiesbaden, Otto Harrowitz, 1976.

This bibliographical overview of Chinese stone carvings was published in the 1976 issue of the journal, Tractata Altaica.  It lists the Chinese-Manchu and Manchu-Chinese inscriptions (including some Mongolian and Tibetan text versions) collected by American museums and academic libraries, materials that are of potential interest to historians and language researchers. The listing of the inscriptions is organized both chronologically and by location.  Entries include the title, followed by a brief description, along with the location and date of the original stone carving.

 
Manchu Printed Books in The Royal Library in Stockholm
(斯德哥尔摩皇家图书馆所藏满文书目)
John Rohnstrom
Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquity, no. 44 (1972), 133-40

This catalogue is a record of the nine Manchu woodblock prints housed in the Royal Library in Stockholm, among which are included two rare items.

	 
Present State of Preservation of Manchu Literature
(满文书籍保存简况)
Kanda Nobuo
Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, no. 26 (1968), 63-95

This bibliography lists Manchu books held by various institutions in the United States, Western Europe, and Taiwan.  Some entries contain useful bibliographic notes.

 
Описание  маньчжурских рукописей Института народов Азии АН СССР
 (Catalogue of Manchu Manuscripts in the Institute of Asian Nationalities of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR)
(苏联科学院亚洲民族研究所藏满文写本目录)
М．П．Волкова                                                                
Москва: НАУКА, 1965 .
    
The Institute of Asian Nationalities in the Russian Academy of Sciences possesses one of the largest collections of Manchu manuscripts and xylographs, including over six hundred books (according to the indexes of Mollendorff, Li Teh Ch’i, and Fuchs) and five thousand volumes.

During the period from 1716-1868, Russian missionaries and students gathered many works from private collections and brought a significant number of Chinese and Manchu books and manuscripts to the collection of the Royal Academy of Sciences. Most of these materials were transferred to the Library of the Kazan Religion Institute and the Library of the Ministry of Asian Affairs, and later became the manuscript collection of the Asian Museum after 1818.

According to the records remaining, the Manchu collection of the Institute of Asian Nationalities in the Russian Academy of Sciences consists of materials from the private collections of the following persons: P. I. Kamenskii, Z. F. Leont’evskii, M. I. Brosse, N. N. Krotkov, A. O. Ivanovskii, A. Ad’iakova, F. V. Muromskii, A. V. Rozov, V. A. Kazakevich, A. V. Grebenshchikov. In addition, works from the collections of the Library of the Kazan Religion Institute and the Library of the Ministry of Asian Affairs are also included in this collection.  

Materials listed in this catalogue cover topics such as history, geography, ideology, religion, law, linguistics, literature, military affairs, medicine, missionaries, and archives.

               
Catalogue of The Manchu-Mongol Section of The Toyo Bunko 
(东洋文库满蒙藏书解题书目)
Nicholas Poppe; Leon Hurvitz; Okada Hidehiro.
Tokyo: The Toyo Bunko; Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1964.

This catalogue lists a total of 535 works, written fully or partly in Mongolian and Manchu, housed in the Toyo Bunko. Each entry provides the original title and its English translation; spine, case and copyright page information; description of parts before and after the main text; and other related information. The catalogue consists of three parts: a listing of books fully and partly in Mongolian, books in Manchu, and indexes. The first and second parts are further divided into subsections according to special topics. A number of the Mongolian books listed were translated from Tibetan and Buddhist literature. The catalogue provides detailed descriptions of each work. 

 
The Manchus: A List of References in the New York Public Library 
(纽约公共图书馆满文参考文献目录)
John Leo Mish
New York: New York Public Library, 1947.









This catalogue contains a list of Manchu books housed in the National Library of Beiping (Beijing) and the Library of the Palace Museum.  Each title is in Chinese followed by Romanized Manchu.  Where applicable, titles in Mongolian and Tibetan are Romanized as well.  In addition, the entries include the language of the text, its location in the library, and the volume and edition of the book.  Each book has been categorized under ten subject headings.  A title and author index in both Chinese and Manchu, a separate Romanized index, and a Mongolian and Tibetan title index are all included at the end of the catalogue.  

 
A Catalogue of the Wade Collection of Chinese and Manchu Books in the Library of the University of Cambridge
(剑桥大学图书馆Wade中文及满文图书目录)
Herbert A. Giles
Cambridge, 1898 (Supplement, 1915)

The materials listed in this catalogue were presented to the University of Cambridge Library by Sir Thomas Francis Wade, Her Majesty’s Minister in Beijing and professor of Chinese at the University from 1888 to 1895.  Comprising 4,304 volumes, this catalogue includes 883 works in Chinese and Manchu.  This collection reflects some of the most important branches in Chinese scholarship, including Confucian philosophy, archaeology, history, geography, topography, politics, law and administration, literature, and encyclopedias and dictionaries.  The rough classification that Sir Wade originally adopted to arrange the books has been preserved in this catalogue.  Title, name of author, year of publication, and size of the work are provided in the entries.  In addition, an index of both authors and book titles is included at the end of the catalogue.

Since 1898, over 1,300 more volumes have been added to this collection, mainly through private funding.  The Supplementary Catalogue of Chinese and Manchu Books in the Library of the University of Cambridge provides information on these books.  Included in these volumes are 87 works in Manchu.

 
Essay on Manchu Literature
(满文文献简述〕
Paul Georg Von Mollendorf
Journal of the North China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 24:1 (1890), 1-45.

This annotated bibliography lists 249 Manchu books.  The items are arranged into ten categories, with each entry followed by an abstract.  A majority of the books are translations from Chinese originals.

 





This catalogue lists the Chinese, Japanese, and Manchu works accumulated within the collection of the India Office Library.  In the early 19th century, a number of Chinese books were transported from Guangdong Province in China to the Library of India, forming the foundation of what was later to grow to include works in Russian and Manchu, with the addition of valuable Buddhist literature.  By the end of the 19th century however, the collection suffered from neglect and was nearly forgotten.  This book reflects the renewed interest in the collection by British scholars.  Subjects listed include philosophy, religion, law, mythology, history, astronomy, chronology, geography, arithmetic, medicine, and literature.  The entries are placed in alphabetical order by title (with their corresponding Chinese characters), and followed by author, year of publication, and a brief abstract.  An index is available at the end of the catalogue.
 
Verzeichniss der Chinesischen und Mandschu-Tungusischen Bücher und Handschriften der Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin : eine Fortsetzung des im Jahre 1822 erschienenen Klaproth'schen Verzeichnisses
(Index of Chinese and Manchu-Tungus Books and Manuscripts at the Royal Library in Berlin: A continuation of the 1822 Klaproth’s index)
(柏林皇家图书馆中文和满族通古斯语图书及手稿索引)
Wilhelm Schott
Berlin: Druckerei der Königlichen Akademie der Wissaften, 1840.








 Catalogue of Ancient Mongolian Books and Documents of China 
北京：国家图书馆出版社2000年版。

This catalogue lists ancient Mongolian works, including Mongolian manuscripts, block-prints, inscriptions, rubbings, and epigraphs, collected by 180 institutions and 80 individuals.  These materials, all published before October 1949, have been organized into three volumes and divided into the following four groups: books and scriptures; archives; inscriptions and rubbings; and periodicals and newspapers.  This classification follows that dictated by the Chinese Library Classification.  Each entry is Latinized, and titles are given Chinese translations.  Title indexes in Mongolian, Latinate, and Chinese are provided at the end of the catalogue.

 
The Mongol and Manchu manuscripts and blockprints in the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences
(匈牙利科学院图书馆蒙文、满文手稿及刻本)
Gyorgy Kara
Budapest: Academiai Kiado, 2000.

This catalogue lists the Mongolian and Manchu manuscripts and block-prints in the Oriental Collection of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest.  The Manchu collection includes some 30 manuscripts and block-prints.  The Mongol collection, however, is substantially larger, numbering around 320, due to the frequent travels to China and Mongolia of Louis Ligeti, founder of the collection.   Each entry includes the title, dimensions, pagination, language of script, and orthographical features.  Several indexes can be found at the end of the book, including an index of Mongol titles; Manchu titles; Sanskrit/Pali and Tibetan titles; Chinese titles; and Names (both personal and place).  
   
 
中国蒙古文图书综录（1987-1997）




This catalogue references works from the decade following the period covered by A Synthetic Catalogue of Mongolian Books in China (1947-1986), published by Inner Mongolia University Press in 1990.  

It lists 3,020 books and is divided into three sections: traditional Mongolian books, the Mongolian books of Tuote, and an index.  Primary and middle school textbooks, picture and story books, pictures, and maps are not included among this corpus.  The arrangement of the catalogue is based on the third edition of Chinese Library Classification.  Within each category, the entries are arranged alphabetically by title.  Author, edition, place and date of publication, dimensions, series, annotations, call number, and the Chinese translation of the title are also provided.  Title indexes of traditional Mongolian books, Tuote Mongolian books, and Chinese translations of Mongolian books are included at the end of the catalogue.  
             

近十年来台湾地区的蒙藏研究




This book is one among the series entitled Collection of Special Topics on the Research of Mongolia and Tibet. It is divided into two parts.  The first, “Brief Analysis of Research Results,” reports the results of the author’s statistical analysis of 1,028 categories of research on Mongolia and Tibet.  Topics include: “General Categories and Mongolian Studies”; “Tibetan Studies”; “Academic Conferences”; and “Comparisons of Research Results of Mongolian and Tibetan Studies.”  The second part of the book comprises a bibliography of works and academic treatises on Mongolian and Tibetan Studies published in Mainland China and Taiwan between January of 1986 and December of 1995.  The bibliography is divided into the four headings of “General,” “Mongolian Studies,” “Tibetan Studies,” and “Proceedings of Academic Conferences and Treatises,” each of which is further subdivided by topic.
蒙古学汉文古籍书目提要


















Oxford, England; Santa Barbara, Calif.: Clio Press, 1993.

This book is volume 156 of the World Bibliographical Series, a set of books in which each country or region is represented by a separate volume.  Each volume comprises annotated entries for sources dealing with history, geography, economics, and politics, as well as people, culture, customs, religions, and social organization. 

This volume is a guide to publications that provide reliable information about Mongolia, its people and, to some extent, its historical background and traditional culture.  In addition, some general sources on Mongols living outside the country and on Mongolian nationalism and Pan-Mongolism have also been included.  Since Chinese policies in Inner Mongolia are a factor in determining the attitude of Khalkh Mongols and the Mongolian government towards China, a number of works on Mongolian culture and traditions based on studies written in Inner Mongolian have also been included.

In this annotated bibliography of Mongolia, entries are arranged alphabetically under subject headings.  Indexes of authors, titles, and subjects are available at the end of the book.
 

Mongolia and the Mongols: Holdings at Western Washington University
(西华盛顿大学所藏蒙文文献)
Henry G. Schwarz
Bellingham, WA: Western Washington University, 1992.

A survey conducted in 1989 of Mongolian language holdings at libraries in the United States and Canada revealed that Western Washington University holds the largest collection of books in Mongolian in North America, with a corpus of approximately 2,800 titles.  Next to Western Washington University, the Library of Congress has the second largest collection.  A majority of the Mongolian collection at Western Washington University deals with history, language, and literature, though other fields such as botany, zoology, technology, music, dance and theater, art, medicine, and ethnology are also well represented.

























This book indexes 11,985 articles and essays on Mongolia published in periodicals and newspapers, including restricted publications in China, from 1949 to 1985. The book is divided into two parts: the first part, which has ten sections, contains a list of writings on the ancient period; the second part, divided into nine sections, comprises studies of the modern period. Articles with similar contents are arranged according to date of publication. Each entry lists the serial number, title, author, title of periodical, volume, and date of publication. An author index, a list of series, and a list of the periodicals and newspapers cited in this book are also included.
建国前内蒙古地方报刊考录
(Catalogue of the Local Newspapers and Periodicals in Inner Mongolia before the Founding of People’s Republic of China)
内蒙古自治区图书馆1987年编印
 
This book lists 259 local newspapers and periodicals in Inner Mongolia before October 1, 1949.  The documents are written in Mongolian, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian, and currently housed within sixty-two institutions. The book is divided into two sections: newspapers, and periodicals.  Each entry contains a brief abstract and a history of the source.  This summary not only includes the character, aims, and content of the source, but its evolution and transformation as well.  In addition, errors in some of the documents have been corrected here. A table of the host institutions is provided in the front of the book.

 
Mongolian Publications at Western Washington University
(西华盛顿大学所藏蒙文文献)
Henry G. Schwarz
Bellingham, WA: Western Washington University, 1984.

This catalogue consists of a list of 2,123 Mongolian publications held at Western Washington University.  While most of these sources were written in Mongolian, there are also works in Chinese, Russian, and European languages.  The majority was published in Ulannud (Ulan-Ude), Ulaan Baatar, and Hohhot, though some Mongolian works were published in Beijing.  As for subject matter, these sources mainly fall within the humanities and social sciences.    Entries are arranged in alphabetical order by author, followed by the title of the work, its location in the library, and an abstract. 

 
Wilhelm Alexander Unkrig : Mongolist, Theologe und Kenner lamaistischer Heilkunde: mit bislang unveröfflichen Briefen und einem Manuskript aus dem Nachlass





















This book consists of two parts:  an “Index of Documents on Mongolian Studies from 1900 to 1950”; and an “Index of Documents on Mongolian Studies from 1951 to 1972”.  Despite the title’s focus on Mongolian studies, the index also includes documents on Tibetan, Khitan, Turk, and Hun studies.  Entries contain a physical description of the document, a brief abstract, the edition, pagination, and place and date of publication.

 
Catalogue of Mongol Books, Manuscripts and Xylographs
(蒙文图书、写本与木刻本目录)
Walther Heissig & Charles Bawden
Copenhagen: Royal Library, 1971. 
This book is volume three of the Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts, Xylographs, etc. in Danish Collections.  It lists the Mongol and Kalmuck manuscripts and xylographs in both the Royal Library and the National Museum in Copenhagen.  Each entry includes the following: the title in brief or a short description of the general character of the work, the library call number, a technical description of the manuscript or xylograph, and an abstract of the work.

 Catalogue of The Laufer Mongolian Collection in Chicago
 (芝加哥蒙文图书目录)
John R. Krueger
Journal of the American Oriental Society 86 (1966), 156-83.

This catalogue is a list of the ninety-six Mongolian manuscripts and xylographs housed in both the Field Museum of Chicago and Far Eastern Library of the University of Chicago.

内蒙古自治区地理文献目录












This catalogue has been compiled based on the Mongolian Bibliography and Qinghai Bibliographical Sketch, edited by Tao Xian, and the Catalogue of Books and Maps of Suiyuan, edited by Ding Shicun.  It lists 1,831 works on Mongolia, mostly monographs and articles, published worldwide from the time of the Song (960-1279) and Jin (1115-1234) dynasties to 1957.  The entries are divided into ten sections by subject matter, with each section subdivided into works written in Chinese, Mongolian, and Japanese.  Entries for monographs include the title, author, volume, edition, date of print, publisher, and an abstract.  For articles, the title, author, journal, and volume are provided.  Collections in European languages have been included at the end of the book in alphabetical order according to author.  These include works in English, French, and German.

 
The Mongol Manuscripts and Xylographs of The Belgian Scheut-Mission
(比利时Scheut宗教机构所藏蒙文手稿和刻本)
Walther Heissig
Central Asiatic Journal 3 (1957), 161-89.

This catalogue is a list of fifty-one Mongolian xylographs and manuscripts.  The materials have been categorized under six themes: 1) canonical works of Lamaism; 2) extra-canonical works; 3) popular religious beliefs; 4) divination; 5) narratives and epics; and 6) Catholic instruction.

 
A Description of the Mongolian Manuscripts and Xylographs in Washington, D.C.
(华盛顿地区收藏的蒙文手稿和刻本)
David M. Farquhar
The Hague: Mouton & Co; Wiesbanden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1955.

This catalogue was first published in 1955 in volume 1, no. 3 of the Central Asiatic Journal, an international periodical that specializes in the languages, literature, history, and archaeology of Central Asia.  Listed are eighty-one Mongolian manuscripts and xylographs held in Washington, D.C.  Among these, one is part of the collection of the Freer Gallery of Art, while the rest are housed in the Division of Orientalia in the Library of Congress.  Of the eighty-one items, three are manuscripts and seventy-eight is  xylographs.  The small, but remarkable collection of Mongolian block-print literature covers the following themes: canonical works; ritual, prayers, and devotional works; philosophy; biography and history; languages; epics; monastery guidebooks; medicine; collected works; documents; didactic works; and miscellaneous.  Each item is numbered and identified as a xylograph (X) or manuscript (MS).  Entries consist of a full title in Mongolian, followed by Sanskrit, Tibetan, Manchu, and Chinese, each of which is listed in the index.  A physical description of each source is included, followed by additional references.

	 
A Catalogue of the Hedin Collection of Mongolian Literature
(海登蒙文文献目录)
Pentti Aalto
Stockholm: Statens Etnografiska Museum, 1953.

This catalogue is a reprint of reports in the series from the scientific expedition to the Northwestern provinces of China under the leadership of Dr. Sven Hedin, and so numbered the Sino-Swedish Expedition Publication 38.  It lists the collection of Mongolian block-prints and manuscripts in Stockholm’s Ethnographical Museum of Sweden.  Dr. Gosta Montell gathered a large part of this collection, items H.63-H.4775 and H.5727-H.5835, in Inner Mongolia and Beijing during his participation in the Hedin expedition from 1927-1935.  A majority of the materials consist of Buddhist religious literature, both canonical and non-canonical.  In most cases, the titles of these works are provided in Mongolian, Sanskrit, and Tibetan.  Publication information, including editions of works, sizes of the folios, and information on print pages, is listed so as to facilitate further research and authentification of the collection.  The works are grouped by content, with a list of reference and an alphabetical index provided at the end of the book.

	 
A Bibliography of Books and Articles on Mongolia
(蒙古研究资料目录)
Chang Chih-yi
London: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1950.

This bibliography was first published in 1950 in nos. 2 and 3 of volume 37 of the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society in London.  It was originally compiled by Dr. Owen Lattimore for the International Secretariat of the Institute of Pacific Relations.  The collection consists of books and articles on Mongolia published before 1950 in Chinese, Japanese, and Russian.  The entries are categorized by language and arranged alphabetically by title, followed by the title’s transliteration and translation.  Annotations, pagination, date and place of publication, and holding information are also included.  For some entries, biographical information on the authors is provided. 






Annotated Catalog of Naxi Pictographic Manuscripts in the Harvard-Yenching Library, Harvard University
朱保田
Boston: Harvard-Yenching Library, 1999.









This catalogue contains records for over three hundred ancient Korean works housed in the Peking University Library.  The entries are listed according to Jing, Shi, Zi and Ji — a traditional system of Chinese classification. Ninety percent of this collection consists of block-prints and manuscripts, though some rubbings and inscriptions are also included. Each entry contains a physical description of the ancient book, a summary of contents and information about the author, and any particularities of publishing.  For certain works, actual photos of the book are included. Appendixes are included at the end, including a list of ancient books in Japanese.






This book is part one of the Silk Road Studies Series. It is a survey of published Uygur (Uighur) Buddhist texts, along with a bibliography of pertinent scholarly literature.  The survey is divided into six sections: (1) non-Mahāyāna texts, including sūtras, vinayas, Abhidharma, biographies of the Buddha (including jātakas), and avadāna; (2) Mahāyāna sūtras; (3) Commentaries; (4) Chinese apocrypha; (5) Tantric texts; and (6) other Buddhist works.









This is a bibliography of research publications in Chinese and Korean on Chinese Korean ethnic groups and Korean studies, published in Mainland China and Taiwan between 1949 and 1990.  It contains 9,983 sources and research articles, including 1,067 monographs, 333 translated works, 7,947 research articles, and 636 translated articles.  The entries are classified according to the system dictated by Chinese Library Classification.  Entries of monographs list the title of the book, author, publisher, and date of publication; entries for articles list the title of the article, author, journal title, and date of publication.  An author index is attached at the end of the book.  


The Hmong: 1987-1995: A Selected and Annotated Bibliography
(苗族研究解题书目：1987-1995)
J. Christian Smith
Minneapolis, Minn.: Refugee Studies Center, Institute of International Studies and Programs, University of Minnesota, 1996. 

This annotated bibliography is part of the Occasional Papers Series published by the Refugee Studies Center of the University of Minnesota. It is a sequel to The Hmong: An Annotated Bibliography, 1983-1987 (Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Occasional Papers, no. 7), compiled by the same author.  It includes works on the Hmong (Meo) of Southeast Asia (Laos, Thailand, and Vietnam), the Miao of China, and the Hmong diaspora in the United States, Australia, Canada, and French Guiana.  The majority of the 744 entries focus on the Hmong experience in the United States.  The sources, written in English, were published between 1987 and 1995.  They include books and book chapters, theses and dissertations, magazine and journal articles, published conference papers and selected reports, and government documents and newsletter articles.  There is also a brief section on electronic resources.  The entries, which contain brief abstracts, are categorized by topic and arranged in alphabetical order by author (or, if no author is provided, by title).


The Hmong: An Annotated Bibliography, 1983-1987
(苗族研究解题书目，1983-1987)
J. Christina Smith
Minneapolis Minn.: Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Project, Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota, 1988.

This bibliography is number seven of the series, Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Occasional Papers.  It is an annotated bibliography of printed and audio-visual materials on the Hmong, published or produced between 1983 and 1987.  The focus of these studies is the Hmong resettlement in the United States, though materials on the Hmong in Southeast Asia and China have also been included.  The principal language of the sources is English, but the bibliography also contains bilingual materials (English-Hmong).

















This book lists the research achievements of Islamic and Hui nationality studies from 1980 to 1992.  It consists four parts: summaries; abstracts of books and articles on Islam and the Hui; important national conferences of Islamic studies; and the main research organizations for Islamic studies.  This book contains 9 summaries, 46 abstracts of books, 270 abstracts of articles, and an index of over 2,000 articles. Entries in each part are arranged according to the following headings: history and theory, theory and narratives, overviews and special topics, and foreign and domestic sources.

 
Tai Minorities in China: A Select Bibliography 
(傣族在中国选编书目)
Jian Guan; Sachchidanand Sahai
Gaya: Centre for South East Asian studies, 1992.

This bibliography was compiled by several Chinese Tai scholars and is a very important reference tool for Tai study and research.  It consists of four parts.  The first part, which lists ancient Chinese literature, includes sources on Tai social structure, economic conditions, culture and customs, and historic relations with the central government and boundary countries over the past two millennia.  It also includes chronicles of the central government, local official gazetteers, unofficial collections, notebooks, travel notes, and tablet records.  The second part lists scriptures now housed in institutions such as the Chinese Historical Museum, the National Library, the Central Institute of Nationalities, the Central Institute of Nationality Studies of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, and the Yunnan Nationality Museum, as well as some private collections. The scriptures include Tai official documents, local specialists’ works, Buddhist texts, and folklore. The third part comprises two sections: the Tai languages, and the Kam-Tai language. The last part, on modern research in social sciences, includes several categories: history, geography, anthropology and religions, folklore and arts, calendars, technology, social systems and organization, and traditional medicine.

 
“Ein Volksstamm von ungemütlicher Selbständigkeit”: Die Yi 
(Südwestchina) und ihre materielle Kultur dargestellt anhand der Sammlung Fritz Weiss im Staatlichen Museum für Völkerkunde in München





Published as volume 2 in the Fonticuli series, this book presents the Yi culture through objects gathered by Fritz Weiss during his expedition to Southwest China (reported in Fränkischen Kurier, January 1914).  The objects acquired by Weiss became part of the collection of the State Museum of Ethnology in 1915. The book is divided into description and catalogue parts: the description part consists of seven articles on the ethnographic background of the Yi peoples; the catalogue part lists and describes materials from Yi culture collected by Weiss and includes sections on literature (with reference to items listed in the catalogue) and maps.  An introductory note about the entire Weiss Collection is located at the beginning of the catalogue.

 
The Sino-Judaic Bibliographies of Rudolf Loewenthal
(Rudolf Loewenthal犹太人在华研究书目)
Rudolf. Loewenthal; edited by Michael Pollack
Cincinnati: Hebrew Union College Press in association with the Sino-Judaic Institute, Palo Alto, Calif., 1988.





(A List of Ancient Books of the Uighur, Uzbek, and Tartar) 
库尔班·维力编辑
Kashgar: Qashqar Uighur Nashriyati, 1988.
 








The Taiwan Plains aborigines are known as the “Shufan” and “Pingpufan.”  This bibliography contains a listing of 1,006 historical materials, scholarly works, and research studies on the Taiwan Plains aborigines.  The studies include publications written in Chinese, Japanese, and Western Languages (Dutch, Spanish, German, French, and English).  The bibliography also includes academic treatises on the Plains aborigines published in journals in Mainland China.

The bibliography is divided into two parts.  The first part contains three articles of general theory: “Studies of the Plains Aborigines from Documents and Materials in Chinese,” “Research History of the Plains Aborigines During the Period of the Japanese Occupation,” and “Research Studies on Plains Aborigines in Western Languages.”  After the three articles, relevant documents are listed by radical and Japanese Romanization, in both alphabetical and chronological order.  Materials in the second part are categorized under the following fifteen topics: general discussion; archeology and physical constitution; language; population and migration; place names, habitation, and development; economic activities; relationships between ethnic groups and local residents; relationship between the Han Chinese and Plains aborigines; administration; religion; customs; material culture; ballads, mythology, and folklore; historical materials; and other.  Within each topic, the sources are arranged according to radical or in alphabetical order by the author.









This catalogue lists over eight thousand treatises, materials, reports, and photographs on the philosophy, politics, economy, military, agriculture, industry, transportation, culture, education, language, literature and arts, history and geography, and the medicine and hygiene of the Bouyei nationality and the Bouyei nationality districts.  Entries include both open and restricted publications. The entries are arranged according to category, and an author index is appended at the end of the book.

 
Xinjiang-Arbeisbibliographe II: Autonomes gebiet Xinjiang der Uiguren, China: naturbedingungen, geschichte, ethnien, landnutzung
Xinjiang provisional bibliography II: Xinjiang Uigur Autonomous Region, China: natural conditions, history, ethnic groups, and land use
(新疆书目 2： 中国新疆维吾尔族自治区之自然、历史、民族及土地)
Thomas Hoppe
Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1987.
 
The first edition of this source was published in 1983. According to the introduction, the purpose of this bibliography is to provide a list of resources on the present and historical agrarian worlds of Xinjiang, namely its natural conditions, land use, nomadic groups, ethnic groups, history, and current political situation. 









This is a bibliography of the history and geography of Xinjiang.  It contains sources dating from numerous periods in Chinese history, including 3 sources from the Han Dynasty, 15 from the Jin Dynasty, 16 from the Tang Dynasty, 11 from the Song Dynasty, 16 from the Yuan Dynasty, 28 from the Ming Dynasty, and 215 from the Qing Dynasty.  Each entry contains the source title, author, volumes, and edition. 


Monographs of the Jewish Historical Society of Hong Kong
(香港犹太历史学会专论)
Hong Kong: Hong Kong Jewish Chronicle, 1985.













Bibliography of the Hmong (Miao) of Southeast Asia the Hmong Refugees in the United States
(一个有关东南亚及迁居美国苗民的书目)
Douglas P. Olney
Minneapolis Minn.: Southeast Asian Refugee Studies Project, Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota, 1981.

This bibliography is the second edition of publication no. 1 in the series, Southeast Asian Refugees Studies Occasional Papers.  The sources listed contain information on the Hmong and related peoples, groups that inhabit southern China and the northern part of Southeast Asia.  These peoples are known as the “Miao” in China, and the “Meo” in Laos, Vietnam, and Thailand.   

Entries are categorized under eight subject headings: general works on Southeast Asia, general Hmong ethnography, specific aspects of Hmong ethnography, linguistic Studies of Hmong and Mien, refugee resettlement, journalism, Hmong language books, and bibliographies.  In general, the items in this bibliography have been used for the Southeast Asia Refugee Studies Project, many of which are part of the collection of University of Minnesota Library.

In this second edition, three hundred additional references have been added.  The “Resettlement” section has been divided into two sub-sections: general resettlement, and mental health.  A list of films on the Hmong and a short list of introductory readings have also been included.  Entries are arranged in alphabetical order by author.  Each entry contains the title of the publication, publisher, date and place of publication, journal, issue number, and pagination.  

This bibliography is a useful tool for researchers of Hmong Studies, as well as those who are concerned with the ethnography of Southeast Asia.

 
Minorities of Southwest China: An Introduction to the Yi (Lolo) and Related Peoples and an Annotated Bibliography
(中国西南少数民族 -- 彝族及相关民族文献目录)
Alain Y. Dessaint
New Haven: Human Relations Area Files Press, 1980.

This book is an annotated and interpretive bibliography of the literature on the Yi peoples, which include the Yi (Lolo, Nosu), Lisu, Lahu, Woni (Hani), Lutzu, Achang, and Tulung.  Over one thousand sources were collected by the compiler over a ten-year period, and personally checked and read.  The bibliography is multi-disciplinary in scope and indexed by subject matter.  It is also multi-linguistic, including many European languages, as well as Chinese, Japanese, Thai, and the languages of Yi peoples.  The compiler makes an effort to provide an evaluative summary and annotations for each entry. At the same time, he points out errors and offers suggestions for further studies.  He has also provided cross-references between entries.  Indexes by ethnic group, periodical, and subject matter are appended, in addition to the following appendixes: Tables of Population of the Yi Peoples, Ethnic Group Designations, and Autonomous Areas of Yi Peoples in China.

 
Описание уйгурских рукописей  Института народов  Азии
(亚洲民族研究所藏维文写本目录)
(Catalogue of the Uighur Manuscripts in the Institute of Asian Nationalities)
А．М．Мугинов                                                     
Москва : Издательство  восточной  литературы, 1962.

The collection of Uighur manuscripts and other materials in the Institute of Asian Nationalities grew steadily around the turn of the twentieth century.  N. F. Petrovskii, the consul general of the Russian Consulate in Kashgar (Kashi), donated 88 Uighur manuscripts to the Asian Museum through his relatives in 1909.  Likewise, in 1910, S. F. Ol’denburg, an academician of the Academy of Sciences, donated 128 Uighur manuscripts, documents on economics and geography in ancient Uighur, and manuscripts and documents on economics and administration in Arabic.  In 1897, a decade before these donations, IA. IA. Liutsh, the secretary of Russian Consulate in Kashgar (Kashi), offered 20 Uighur manuscripts and 5 block prints, and in 1886, N.N. Pantusov, the official of Semirechenskaia Oblast, contributed 5 Uighur manuscripts.  Most of the manuscripts listed in this catalogue are concerned with the lifestyle and culture of Uighur nationalities from the 18th to the 19th century.    





Classified Bibliography of Japanese Books and Articles Concerning Sinkiang, 1886-1962, Japanese Edition 
Yuan Tung-li, Hajime Watanabe
Tokyo: Shoei-Insatsu Co., 1962.
    




(A Preliminary Report and Study of the Moso Manuscripts in the Library of Congress)
李霖燦编
Bulletin of the Institute of Ethnology, Academia Sinica, no. 6 (1958), 131-165.
 
















This catalogue is a listing of 285 books and maps on the subject of Xinjiang in Chinese. Also included are 272 books in other languages. 

 
 



